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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of this Document

This Supplemental Final Generic Environmental Impact Statement (“Supplemental FGEIS”) has
been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the New York State Environmental
Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”) and its implementing regulations contained in Part 617, Title 6 of
the New York Code of Rules and Regulations (“6 NYCRR Part 617”). The Supplemental FGEIS
contains written responses to substantive verbal and written comments received from the
public and involved and interested agencies during the public and agency comment period for
the Supplemental Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (“Supplemental DGEIS” or
“SDGEIS”) prepared for the adoption of proposed amendments to the City Zoning Ordinance,
City Zoning Map, and other relevant sections of the City of New Rochelle Code, to update the
Downtown Overlay Zone (“Existing DOZ” or “Existing DO Zone”) (hereafter, “the Proposed
Action”; see Appendix A-1).
Potential impacts from the adoption of the Proposed Action and other requisite considerations
were analyzed in the Supplemental DGEIS, which was accepted as complete by the City of New
Rochelle City Council (“City Council” or “Lead Agency”) for public and agency review on June 15,
2021 and is incorporated herein by reference 1 (See Appendix B-1 for resolution of
Supplemental DGEIS acceptance).
A public hearing was held on July 13, 2021 to solicit public comments on the Supplemental
DGEIS, and written comments were accepted from the date of Supplemental DGEIS acceptance
through August 23, 2021. The notice of completion and public comment period for the
Supplemental DGEIS were published in the June 23, 2021 issue of the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation’s (“NYSDEC’s”) Environmental Notices Bulletin
(“ENB”) (see Appendix B-2). As required by SEQRA, this document addresses all substantive
comments received at the public hearing and all written comments submitted by the public and
public agencies during the 69-day public comment period. See Appendix C for the July 13, 2021
public hearing transcript and Appendix D for all written correspondence received during the
designated written comment period.
The Supplemental FGEIS represents the next to last step in the SEQRA process, which provides
public and governmental review agencies with information regarding the proposal under
review, as well as analyses of its potential environmental effects. It includes responses to
substantive comments and identifies any revisions to the Proposed Action which have evolved
as a result of the SEQRA evaluation.
The Supplemental DGEIS is available for public review at City Hall, Office of the Department of Development, 515
North
Avenue
New
Rochelle,
NY
or
online
at
the
City’s
website
at:
https://www.newrochelleny.com/DocumentCenter/View/14138/SDGEIS-Main-Text_AcceptedJune15
1
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Pursuant to SEQRA Part 617.11(a), following acceptance of this Supplemental FGEIS by the Lead
Agency, there will be a minimum 10-day period during which the public and governmental
review agencies can consider the Supplemental FGEIS before the Lead Agency issues its written
Findings Statement.
1.2

Organization of this Document

Section 2.0 of this document presents additional detail on the proposed Zoning Code
amendments, which are included in Appendix A.
Section 3.0 of this document presents all of the substantive verbal and written comments on
the Supplemental DGEIS from the public hearing and that were received at the offices of the
Lead Agency by the close of the public comment period on August 23, 2021, along with a
response to each. As required by SEQRA, only those comments that are “substantive” are
responded to herein; comments that are directed to a specific portion of the Supplemental
DGEIS or other aspect of the project have a response.
Appendices C and D contain the July 13, 2021 public hearing transcript and written comments
received by the Lead Agency from the public and from government agency representatives,
respectively. Each comment has been delineated and numbered sequentially. This numbering
system includes a letter code that indicates the source of the comment, followed by a number
that is assigned to each consecutive comment from that source. As a result, the identity of the
commenter can easily be determined. In addition, the subsection of Section 3.0 where the
response can be found (see explanation below) is provided adjacent to each comment.
Because some comments are similar to, closely related to and/or duplicate of other comments,
related comments are grouped together, so that one complete response may be provided for
each grouping. Each subsection of Section 3.0 addresses one of these groups of comments.
The comment numbers to which the response refers are listed in each subsection so that the
reader may refer back to the appendix to review the comments in their original form for
context, as necessary.
The responses provide the information necessary for the Lead Agency and other involved
agencies to make informed decisions on the specific impacts of the project. This document
fulfills the obligation of the Lead Agency in completing the Supplemental FGEIS based upon 6
NYCRR Part 617.9 (b)(8).
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2.0

REFINEMENTS TO THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DOWNTOWN OVERLAY ZONE

In 2015, the City of New Rochelle City Council led a coordinated review under SEQR for the
creation of the Downtown Overlay Zone (“Existing DOZ” or “Existing DO Zone”) and Zoning Map
Amendments. In an effort to continue economic growth in the downtown, while remaining
flexible to address changes in market demands and to strengthen the connections of the City
core with its waterfront, the City is proposing the adoption of amendments to the City Zoning
Ordinance, City Zoning Map, and other relevant sections of the City of New Rochelle Code, to
update the Existing DOZ. Specifically, the Proposed Action involves updates to the Theoretical
Development Scenario considered for the Existing DOZ (“2021 TDS”) to address the shift in
demand away from certain commercial uses and to provide for additional residential and
live/work options, as well as retail and restaurant options designed to integrate the outdoors and
new outdoor recreational opportunities. Additionally, the Proposed Action includes the
continuation of the DO Zones to the south and east to allow for development on or near a newly
created publicly accessible waterfront. The Proposed Action includes the extension of the Existing
DOZ to add approximately 21 acres to the DO Zones through the creation of a new “Waterfront
Overlay District” (“DO-7 Zone”).
Several elements of the proposed DOZ amendments as described in the SDGEIS have been
further refined or clarified as a result of public and agency comments received during the public
comment period (see Section 1.1). The final draft proposed DOZ amendments are provided in
Appendix A-1 of this SFGEIS. [Note that in Appendix A-1, the text in red indicates the
amendments originally proposed in the Supplemental DGEIS (issued in June 2021) and text in
green indicates the current proposed revisions.] A brief summary of the various adjustments to
the proposed code amendments are outlined in the subsections below. Additionally, the
subsections below describe the proposed revisions to the Community Benefits Program, which
provide incentives and funding for community improvements, facilities and programs.
2.1

Zoning Code Text Adjustments

In order to implement the Proposed Action, the following zoning text amendments are proposed.
Clarifications are noted in bold, and revisions in the Code are highlighted in red, as follows:
• SECTION 331-175.04 DEFINITIONS
o Waterfront Activation Area: clarification of intent
 Location, see also 175.09C(1)(g) PUBLIC FRONTAGE DIAGRAM, and
175.10E(1)(d) WATERFRONT PROMENADE diagram
 Must contain the Waterfront Promenade
 A general area between a Mean High Water Line and the nearest landward
Build-To-Line along the waterfront as indicated on the DOZ Standards Map
Section 175.08, within which must contain the Waterfront Promenade, a
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•

•

continuous publicly accessible Civic Space that physically and visually
connects the adjacent areas to the waterfront.
o Mean High Water Line: clarification of the intent; new defintion
 The line on an engineered site plan submitted for review, for sites in the
waterfront adjacent area, which represents the intersection of the land
with the water surface at the elevation of mean high water. Mean high
water is a tidal datum, defined as the average of all the high water heights
observed over the National Tidal Datum Epoch.
175.08G(2) DOZ STANDARDS MAP LEGEND
o Waterfront Activation Area: clarification of intent
 Location of 4 story height limit with 30’ Stepback within Waterfront
Activation Area outside 400 feet from the Southern FOC on Main Street
3
 In the Waterfront Activation Area, outside of 400 feet from the southern
Face of Curb on Main Street, maximum 4 stories and minimum 30’
Stepback required at the Build-To-Line (BTL), as approved by the Planning
Board.
175.08G(7) DOZ STANDARDS MAP TILE 6
o Clarification of the DO-7 boundary
 The overall DOZ boundary partially overlaps with the proposed DO-7
boundary. Additionally, the proposed DO-7 Zone boundary line is partially
covered by the hatching used to indicate the Waterfront Activation Area,
maximum height locations, street names and other graphic elements.
Additional “DO-7“annotations were added to better delineate the zone
boundaries.
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•

•

•

175.09B. PUBLIC FRONTAGE AND PRIVATE FRONTAGE STANDARDS
o Public Frontage Standards: clarification of the intent
 The DOZ standards rely on existing street placement for determination of
a BTL. The DO-7 does not contain streets or a street network and will rely
on the proposed placement of new streets or BTLs within the Waterfront
Activation Area. This will define the dimension, character and occupancy
of the Public Frontage during the site plan application process.
9
 The minimum width dimension, character, and Occupancy of Public
Frontage at Build-to-Line located within the Waterfront Activation Area
shall be as recommended by the Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board.
175.09B. PUBLIC FRONTAGE AND PRIVATE FRONTAGE STANDARDS
o Stepback Requirements: clarification of the intent
 10 Minimum 30 foot Stepback required where maximum 4 stories allowed
in Waterfront Activation Area, outside of 400 feet from the southern F.O.C.
on Main Street.
175.09C(1)(g) PUBLIC FRONTAGE DIAGRAM
o Clarification of the placement of Public Frontage in DO-7 Waterfront Activation
Area. See also 175.10E(1)(d) WATERFRONT PROMENADE diagram
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•

•

175.09D BUILD-TO-LINE
o Clarification of the intent
 (f) Build-To-Line shall be required where buildings are proposed within the
Waterfront Activation Area (g) The Planning Board shall request or permit
the Build- To-Line within a Waterside Activation Area placed at locations
as recommended by the Commissioner of Development and approved by
the Planning Board, it deems appropriate, to establish the location of
Public Frontages.
SECTION 175.10. CIVIC SPACE STANDARDS
o Civic Space Programming, Placement and Design Criteria: clarification of the
process and typo correction
 D. Civic Space Programming, Placement and Design Criteria
• (1) The following programming and design considerations, among
others, shall be evaluated by the Commissioner of Development
Planning Board in the course of site plan and/ or subdivision
approval and design as considerations in determining the
acceptable location for civic space
• (2)(c) The Applicant may seek approval from the Planning Board for
an alternate placement of a required Build- To-Zone to permit a
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•

•

civic space along a Street or within a Waterfront Promenade
Activation Area.
 (3) Civic Space Frontage Occupancy
• (c) The minimum Frontage Occupancy within the Waterfront
Activation Area shall be as recommended by the Commissioner of
Development and approved by the Planning Board.
 (4) New buildings contiguous to a civic space shall provide Build-ToZone(s)and Street Wall(s) as required by the Street Type designated on the
nearest Street on the DOZ Standards Map, or as established by the
Planning Board except within the Waterfront Promenade Activation Area
as defined in 175.08G(2), 175.09B.
175.10E(1)(d) WATERFRONT PROMENADE
o Clarification of language and diagram
 A required civic space located in Waterfront Activation Area that provides
a continuous public access along waterfront, and integrates a combination
of Waterfront Boardwalk, Pedestrian Trail, other Civic Spaces and Public
Frontages, with nearby sidewalks and parkland.

175.10E(1)(e) WATERFRONT BOARDWALK
o Clarification of language
 A walkway providing access to the waterfront, raised to protect wetlands,
sensitive or floodplain areas, and is integrated with other public ways, such
as Public Frontages, Civic Spaces, or Pedestrian Ways.
175.10E(1)(f) PEDESTRIAN TRAIL
o Clarification of language
 An outdoor pedestrian access way located along a shoreline or through
open space that provides access primarily for pedestrians, and is
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•

•

•

•

integrated with and connected to other public ways, such as Streets Public
Frontages, Civic Spaces, or Pedestrian Ways.
175.11B. SITE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND INCENTIVES
o Clarification of intent
 (1)(a) In DO-7 Waterfront Activated Area, per DOZ Standards Map in
Section 175.08, the development sites are required to provide waterfront
public access. as approved by the Planning Board.
 (2)(Table of Development Standards) 5If on City owned property in DO-7,
the 4th story is subject to the same CBB fees as 5th story in Development
Standard 3 Bonus.
175.11C(3). TABLE OF COMMUNITY BENEFIT BONUSES (CBB)
o DO-7, Development Standard 3 Bonus, maximum allowable height: modification
 The total building height with Community Benefit Bonuses shall be a
maximum of 65 feet, and 95 75 feet for Additional Bonus story.
 Table of Community Benefit Bonuses: Up to 3 1 Additional Bonus
Story****
o Additional height: Clarification of the process
 Notes below Table of Community Benefit Bonuses: ****An additional
Bonus story may be granted at the discretion of the City Council prior to
Planning Board review, see Section 331-175.14.
175.11E(1)b. BUILD-TO-ZONE
o Clarification of intent
 To satisfy Frontage Occupancy requirements the face of the building for
the required minimum Street Wall Height and minimum length of the
building shall occupy the Build-To-Zone as defined by each Street Type
frontage requirements in Section 175.09B. Where a Site complies with the
Significant Corner and Terminating Vista standards defined in 175.11E(8)
and 175.11E(9) certain portions of the Street Wall shall permit the
maximum Street Wall to be taller than otherwise required.
175.11E(3). STREET WALL
o Clarification
 (a) Where a Street Wall is required, accept in Waterfront Activation Area
as defined by 175.09B and 175.08G(2), it shall comply with the following
175.11E(4). STEPBACK
o Clarification
 Those Sites designated on the DOZ Street Types Standards Map in Section
175.08F as Street Type A, B, C, D, E, F or P shall require a Stepback of a
minimum of 10 feet from the Street Wall above the maximum Street Wall
Height as defined by the applicable Street Type in Section 175.09.E(2)
175.09B.
175.14.A APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS FOR THE DOZ
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o Clarification of the process
 In DO-7, applicants seeking to use Community Benefit Bonuses from
175.11C under Development Standard 3 for additional height of a 6th story
shall submit viewshed and shadow analyses prepared in accordance with
the Future Actions section of the SEQRA Statement of Findings associated
with this zoning for City Council review.
2.2

Community Benefit Bonuses Revisions

The Proposed Action also includes updates to the Existing DOZ Community Benefit Bonus
Program to include a Climate Resiliency category that allows for the implementation of bonusable investments within and outside of the Overall DOZ boundaries with particular attention paid
to investments in environmental equity; options for contributions to the Community Benefits
Fund to support community-driven business incubator spaces, youth development programs,
Minority and Women Owned Business Enterprise (MWBE) programs, options to aid existing
businesses and communities financially impacted by COVID-19; and additional green and
affordable housing options. The Community Benefit Bonuses option has been revised to provide
community benefits within or outside of the Overall DOZ for all categories. Table 2-1 provides a
list of the minor refinements to the updated Community Benefit Bonuses in response to public
comments (in red).

Bonus Category

Historic
Preservation

TABLE 2-1
COMMUNITY BENEFIT BONUSES

Bonus Eligibility

25%, 50% or 100% of potential
bonus, based on significance of
preservation, at discretion of
Commissioner of Development
approval
by
Historic
with
Landmarks Review Board

Arts and Cultural 25%, 50% or 100% of potential
Space
bonus, based on significance of
provision,
at
discretion
of
Commissioner of Development
with approval by Planning Board
Community
Facility

25%, 50% or 100% of potential
bonus, based on significance of
provision,
at
discretion
of

Formula 1

Permanent preservation by developer, on- or
off-site (or a combination thereof), of all or a
portion of an “historically significant
structure” in an “historically appropriate
way” (as determined by the Commissioner of
Development and approved by the Historic
Landmarks Review Board)
Provision by developer, on- or off-site, of a
“meaningful space” for an arts and cultural
organization at a “substantial discount” for a
“substantial period of time” (as determined
by the Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board)
Provision by developer, on- or off-site, of a
“meaningful space” for a civic or educational
user at a “substantial discount” (e.g.,

1

When action giving rise to bonus occurs on a different property from the property on which the bonus is being
taken, the receiving site must be designated at the time of site plan approval.
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Bonus Category

Transit and
Parking

Green

Climate
Resiliency

Pedestrian
Passage

October 2021

Bonus Eligibility

Formula 1

Commissioner of Development potential prioritization of community-driven
with approval by Planning Board
business incubator spaces, pre-K programs)
for a “substantial period of time” (as
determined by the Commissioner of
Development and approved by the Planning
Board)
Up to 100% of potential bonus, pro Permanent provision by developer, on- or offrata based on contribution
site, of a “substantial number” of parking
spaces open to the public at costs per space
consistent with public parking offered by the
City, with operating terms and allocation of
economics satisfactory the City (as
determined by the Commissioner of
Development and approved by the Planning
Board)
25%, 50% or 100% of potential Incorporation on-site of “meaningful green
bonus, based on significance of elements” (refer to “Green NR” reachable
provision, at discretion of the goals) beyond what is required by zoning or
Commissioner of Development other regulation (as a determined by the
with approval by Planning Board
Commissioner of Development and approved
by the Planning Board)
25%, 50% or 100% of potential Provision of mitigation and/or adaptation
bonus, based on significance of elements on-site, off-site, and outside of the
provision, at discretion of the DOZ (such as Climate Justice, refer to “Green
Commissioner of Development NR” reachable goals), beyond zoning or other
with approval by Planning Board
regulation (as determined by the
Commissioner of Development and approved
by the Planning Board)
25% or 50% of potential bonus, as 33 Lecount Place (“New Roc City”) Passage:
per Formula
50% of potential bonus (which bonus may be
taken on- or off-site) for permanent provision
by developer of public passage (maintained
by developer) between Lecount Place and
Harrison Street, meeting guidelines set forth
immediately following passage of Overlay
Zone by Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board
Master Developer Passages: 50% of potential
bonus (which bonus may be taken on- or offsite) for permanent provision by developer of
public passages (maintained by developer)
2-8
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Bonus Category

Open Space

Housing

Community
Benefits Fund

October 2021

Bonus Eligibility

25%, 50% or 100% of potential
bonus, based on significance of
provision,
at
discretion
of
Commissioner of Development
with approval by Planning Board
Up to 100% of potential bonus,
based on significance of provision,
at discretion of Commissioner of
Development with approval by
Planning Board
Up to 100% of potential bonus, pro
rata as per formula

Formula 1

between Lecount Place and Memorial
Highway, meeting guidelines set forth
immediately following passage of Overlay
Zone by the Commissioner of Development
and approved by the Planning Board
40 Memorial Highway (“Halstead New
Rochelle”) Passage: 25% of potential bonus
(which bonus may be taken on- or off-site) for
permanent provision by developer of public
passage (maintained by developer) between
Memorial Highway and Division Street,
meeting guidelines set forth immediately
following passage of Overlay Zone by the
Commissioner of Development
and
approved by the Planning Board
Permanent provision by developer, on- or offsite, of a “meaningful public open space”
maintained by developer as determined by
the Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board.
Permanent provision by developer of units at
below 70% AMI at the suggestion of the
Commissioner
of
Development,
or
contribution by developer to eligible federal,
state or local down payment assistance
programs at a value in accordance with the
Community Benefit Fund
Contribution by developer of applicable
Community Benefits Fund Amount/gross
bonus SF to Community Benefits Fund
(including funding of programs as determined
by the Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board, e.g., youth
development and Minority and Women
Owned Business Enterprise (MWBE)
programs, aid to existing businesses and
communities financially impacted by COVID19)
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3.0

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

Section 3 addresses substantive comments on the SDGEIS that were entered into the record at
the July 13, 2021 public hearing or received during the designated Supplemental DGEIS written
comment period, which ended at the close of business on August 23, 2021. Table 3-1 lists all the
speakers who provided commentary on the SDGEIS at the public hearing, as well as the authors
of correspondence from the public and involved and interested agencies. The public hearing
transcript is provided in Appendix C and all correspondence is provided in Appendix D.
TABLE 3-1
COMMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
Received During the SDGEIS Review Period
Author

Author Affiliation
Date
Substantive Public Comments from Transcript of Public Hearing
Mr. Tim Bowman
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Paul Martin
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Robert McCaffery
Public
July 13, 2021
Ms. Christina Selin
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Fred Treffeisen
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. John Delfs, Facilitator
On behalf of Board of Residence Park
of Board of Residence
Neighborhood Association
July 13, 2021
Park Neighborhood
Planning Board
Association
Ms. Leslie Lyons
Public
July 13, 2021
On behalf of New Rochelle Alliance for
Mr. Michael Yellin
July 13, 2021
Justice (NRAJ)
Ms. Catherine Wilkins
Public
July 13, 2021
Ms. Patricia Macias
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Blair Springer
Public
July 13, 2021
President of Daniel S. Natchez and
Mr. Dan Natchez
July 13, 2021
Associates
Mr. Peter Canellos
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Tony O’Mally
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Mitchell Rutkin
Public and Attorney for Developers
July 13, 2021
Ms. Donna Randles
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Ken Degot
Public
July 13, 2021
Ms. Christine Blackwell
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Vincent Malfetano
Public
July 13, 2021
Mr. Matthew Rooney
Public
July 13, 2021
Written Public Comments
Jeffery Stoicescu
Resident of Sutton Manor
July 12, 2021
Anthony B. Gioffre III,
Cuddy and Feder, attorneys on behalf
July 22, 2021
Partner
of 438 Main Street, LLC
October 2021

Comments
PH1
PH2 - PH5
PH6
PH7 - PH14
PH15
PH16 - PH19
PH20
PH21 - PH22
PH23 – PH26
PH27 – PH31
PH32 – PH38
PH39 – PH41
PH-42 – PH44
PH45 – PH49
PH50 - PH52
PH53 – PH54
PH55 -PH58
PH59 – PH61
PH62 – PH66
PH67 – PH72
JS1 – JS2
AG1
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Author
Daniel S. Natchez,
President
Blair Springer, Treasurer
Phil Warton
Perkins-Eastman
Architects DPC
Michael D. Zarin
Norma V. Dummond,
Commissioner
Justine C. McClellan
Karel Littman, Executive
Director

Author Affiliation

Date

Comments

Daniel S. Natchez and Associates, Inc.

August 16, 2021

DN1 – DN39

Sutton Manor Association
Pratt Landing Partners c/o Twining
Properties
Perkins-Eastman Architects DPC on
behalf of Pratt Landing Partners
Zarin and Steinmetz
on behalf of Pratt Landing Partners
Written Agency Comments
Westchester County Planning
Commission
Ecology and Natural Resources
Advisory
Committee (ENRAC),
City of New Rochelle
New Rochelle Downtown Business
Improvement District (NRBID)

August 23, 2021

BS1 – BS7

August 23, 2021

PW1

August 23, 2021

PE1-PE9

August 23, 2021

MZ1 – MZ10

August 2, 2021

NV1 – NV8

August 23, 2021

JM1 – JM8

August 23, 2021

KL1 – KL10

The following subsections present the substantive comments received during the SDGEIS review
period, followed by the Lead Agency’s response. Comments that are similar in nature, closely
related or duplicative are grouped together to reduce unnecessary redundancy and provide a
more concise examination and response.
3.1

Zoning

Development Density, Density Reallocation, and Buildout
Comment AG1: We are the attorneys for 438 Main Street LLC (“438 MS”) which client is proposing
the redevelopment of premises located at 438 Main Street, New Rochelle, NY. The subject property
is classified within the City’s DO-3 Gateway Transition District. 438 MS is proposing to construct a
six story, 156-unit senior housing mixed use building with a one-story church above a parking
structure.
We are informed that there are no available residential units remaining in the DO-3 Overlay Zone
of the total 550 units that were allocated to the DO-3 Zone. Further, that all 800 floating units
available for DO-1 through DO-5 have already been allocated and are not available to 438 MS.
We understand however that the City Council is considering Downtown Overlay Zone Amendments
that would further modify the current Theoretical Development Scenario to, inter alia, increase the
independent units in DO-3. 438 MS applauds the Council’s continued foresight, vision and efforts
in attracting development to revitalize New Rochelle’s downtown. 438 MS fully supports this
proposed amendment as it would facilitate the proposal our client has been pursuing for several
years now.
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That said and importantly, there is a need for additional residential units in DO-3. We respectfully
ask the City Council to consider the addition of residential units to DO-3 as is similarly being
proposed for DO-1, DO-2, DO-4 and DO-7. The addition of unrestricted residential units affords
more flexibility to developers and certainly helps when trying to obtain financing for projects.
The City Council noted in its January 15, 2019 resolution amending the Theoretical Development
Scenario that the DOZ has been exceptionally successful in attracting development to revitalize
New Rochelle’s downtown and the market for DOZ redevelopment has responded in ways that the
City could not have foreseen. As demonstrated by 438 MS’s current situation, applications for
development within the DOZ have come much faster than expected and in areas of the DOZ that
were not anticipated.
You are aware that 438 MS and the Union Baptist Church have been trying to redevelop the
Premises since 2014. Most recently, 438 MS and the Union Baptist Church have had several
meetings and numerous discussions with Department of Development and City Planning Staff
regarding its plans to construct a senior housing mixed use building with a one-story church above
a parking structure on the Premises. Fully designed Site Plans, architectural renderings and
supporting materials for a redevelopment have previously been submitted to the Department of
Buildings.
Given its significant investment and demonstrated commitment to the success of the DOZ
redevelopment, 438 MS fully supports the City Council’s proposed Downtown Overlay Zone
Amendments that would further modify the current Theoretical Development Scenario. As
mentioned above, 438 MS also asks the City Council to consider the addition of residential units to
DO-3.
Response: The impact analysis presented in the SDGEIS, as updated and elaborated upon in this
SFGEIS, was based on the 2021 Theoretical Development Scenario (2021 TDS), which assumed a
certain build-out scenario consisting of a specific development mix for each DO zone and for the
overall Existing Downtown Overlay Zone (Existing DO Zone or Existing DOZ). Ultimately, after this
SFGEIS has been completed and given due consideration, the City Council, as the SEQR lead
agency, will adopt a Findings Statement based on the information presented in the SFGEIS
(including the SDGEIS, incorporated by reference into the SFGEIS), particularly with respect to the
anticipated impacts associated with the 2021 TDS and the mitigation measures that have been
identified in regard to same.
The City recognizes that evolving market needs may result in future fluctuations from the assigned
land uses studied under the 2021 TDS, including variations in the projected build-out development
for a given Downtown Overlay Zone or within the Overall DOZ (i.e., the DO-1 through DO-7 Zones).
Such variations from the 2021 TDS may affect the conclusions of the impact analyses presented
in SDGEIS and SFGEIS, as carried through to the forthcoming Findings Statement. The Findings
Statement will include a section on “Future Actions,” which will prescribe the requirements for
future SEQR review to determine the appropriate level of further analysis in conformance with
6 NYCRR §617.10(d), including analyses of any modifications to the 2021 TDS. Such analyses were
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performed in follow up to the Findings Statement which was adopted in connection with the
original enactment of the Existing DOZ legislation in 2015, involving the review of several
refinements to that earlier version of the Amended TDS between 2016 and 2019 (Amended TDS)
to address modifications to the anticipated development mix. A similar process will be followed
to address any unsubstantial future refinements to the 2021 TDS, including the potential
modification described in this comment. Review may occur via technical analysis performed by
an applicant to assess the consistency of its proposed development plan with the conditions and
thresholds specified in the forthcoming Findings Statement. For example, the commentor
references an application in DO-3 for 156-unit senior housing units. The 2021 TDS for DO-3
includes 200 independent living units (multifamily housing designed for adults aged 55 and older
as defined in Section 331-175.04 of the proposed DOZ amendments) which may be evaluated to
determine if this use has equivalent or lesser impacts than the 200 independent living units
evaluated as part of the 2021 TDS. If an applicant can demonstrate that a modification to the
2021 TDS would not result in a significant adverse impact and that the proposed project is
consistent with the conditions and thresholds specified in the forthcoming Findings Statement,
the Planning Board will have the authority to concur with each such analysis or to require
additional information to assist in its review. If the conditions and thresholds of the Findings
Statement are exceeded, supplemental SEQR review would be required, potentially including the
preparation of a further Supplemental EIS.
Comment DN28: Density Suggestions:
• For all areas south of a 250ft offset from Main Street the following is recommended:
o No Build Zone within the 100ft Waterfront Buffer of the Mean High Water (MHW)
shoreline.
o 1 - 2 stories residential allowed as of right landward of the 100-foot buffer.
o 3 residential stories allowed beyond a 250ft offset from the MHW line.
• For all areas within a 250ft offset from Main Street:
o No Build Zone within a 30ft Waterfront Buffer of the MHW shoreline.
o 1 - 2 stories allowed as of right landward of the 30-foot buffer.
o 3 stories allowed beyond an 80ft offset from the MHW line.
o With CBB and City Council bonus stories to a maximum 6 stories with maximum 65
ft building height with step backs of 30 ft between the 4 and 5 story
 If the City allows CBB and City Council bonus stories up to 8 stories the
maximum building height should be a maximum of 85 ft and there should
be 30 ft of step backs between 4th and 5th story as well as a minimum of a
15 foot step back between the 6th and 7th story. This would make the step
backs more meaningful as well as present a softer scenic vista from the
water and adjacent residential neighbors that are at much lower heights.
• For areas where 3 story buildings are allowed (i.e., landward of the Waterfront Activation
Area), bonus story 4 allowed for CBB, bonus stories 5 and 6 allowed for CBB with City
Council approval, with 30ft step-back required between stories 3 and 4. This would make
the step back more meaningful as well as present a softer scenic vista from the water and
adjacent residential neighbors that are at much lower heights.
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•
•
•
•

Provide more specific criteria within the DOZ-7 zoning language for determining CBB and
City Council bonus awards, and preferably tied to improvements to the DOZ-7 and adjacent
areas.
Maximum of 600 residences for the whole DOZ-7 zone.
Commercial development allowed along Main Street and in areas within 250ft south of
Main Street where not overlapping the Waterfront Buffer.
Density for all prescribed uses and totals established for the DOZ-7 zone prorated based
upon a proposed project’ s lot acreage divided by the total zone acreage.

Response: This comment offers a wide range of suggestions for the Proposed DO-7 Zone. It is
important to recognize, however, that the proposal presented in the SDGEIS was formulated
based on a public planning process for the City’s waterfront and, as discussed in the Sections
3.1.1.3 and 3.1.2.3 of the SDGEIS, is consistent with the planning documents that have resulted
from that process. These long-term planning initiatives have included the Local Waterfront
Revitalization Program (LWRP) and the City of New Rochelle Comprehensive Plan, culminating in
the statement of Intent and Purpose in §331-175.02 of the Existing DOZ legislation. Further
planning analysis subsequent to the adoption of the original Existing DOZ legislation in 2015
resulted in the Updated Recommended Action Plan, which includes the proposed expansion of
the Existing DOZ to include the Waterfront Overlay District (see SDGEIS Appendix A-1).
The Proposed Action, with certain modifications as discussed previously in Section 2 of this SFGEIS,
is specifically designed and intended to achieve an appropriate balance between the City’s goals
for economic development and protection of the environment. These modifications include a
limitation of the eligible bonus heights in the Proposed DO-7 Zone (reduced from 8 stories/95 feet
to a maximum of 6 stories/75 feet), clarification of the review process for CBB bonuses in the
Proposed DO-7 Zone by City Council, clarification regarding how the Waterfront Activation Area
is defined, including how the build-to-zone and frontage occupancy are set within this area,
clarification regarding the required civic spaces, and where the setbacks over four stories are
required. Overall, it is not believed that the suggestions presented in this comment would better
promote the necessary balanced approach to the redevelopment of an area that has had a long
history of environmental issues, is significantly underutilized and has contributed little to the City’s
welfare and revitalization.
Contrary to the implication of this comment, the intent of the Existing DOZ, as originally adopted
in 2015, is to allow for flexibility to best serve the overall goal for downtown revitalization, rather
than to dictate strict regulations that may unnecessarily constrain this outcome. The Existing DOZ
is a form-based code in which the density is not a defined or regulating driver for proposed
development. Every development proposal submitted under the Existing DOZ zoning is required
to undergo site-specific review, with additional studies as necessary to address site-specific
conditions, including a determination of the appropriate project-specific density.
The 700-unit residential yield for the Proposed DO-7 Zone discussed in the SDGEIS is not a
component of the proposed DOZ amendments. Instead, the build-out development discussed in
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the SDGEIS has been identified as a reasonable, 2021 TDS for the purposes of the SEQR impact
analysis. This is the same approach that was taken with respect to the development scenario
contemplated in the 2015 Findings Statement and the associated GEIS which were prepared in
connection with the original adoption of the Existing DOZ in 2015. As discussed in Response AG1,
this residential component of the assumed future build-out of the Proposed DO-7 Zone area, along
with the non-residential mix assumed for the Proposed DO-7 Zone under the 2021 TDS and the
revised development mix for existing DO-1 through DO-6, was used in the SDGEIS to evaluate
anticipated impacts and formulate appropriate mitigation measures, which will be incorporated
into the forthcoming Findings Statement.
The intent of the Existing DOZ legislation as originally approved in 2015 and as per the
amendments currently proposed (see Section 2.0) is to provide a broad range of City-wide benefits
for the collective good of the entire City populace. Strictly constraining the assignment of benefits
based on geographic location as suggested in this comment would be counter to this
comprehensive planning approach. The Proposed DO-7 Zone has a regulatory requirement for
the implementation of local improvements, including the requirement for a shorefront walkway,
shoreline restoration, and other elements of the Waterfront Activation Area.
As a result of public comments received, the proposed revisions to the Existing DOZ Code have
been updated to clarify the process and requirements, and to refine the development standards.
See Appendix A-1, Article XXIII, Downtown Overlay Zones, Section 331-175, October 2021
Revision.
The suggestion for all prescribed uses and density established for the Proposed DO-7 Zone to be
prorated based upon each individual project’s lot acreage divided by the total Proposed DO-7
Zone acreage is contrary to the underlying goals of the Existing DOZ, as established in 2015 and as
currently proposed for amendment (including the establishment of a new Waterfront Overlay
Zone), for the City’s revitalization. In particular, the Existing DOZ is intended to provide a high
degree of flexibility to optimize the revitalization outcome, which would be contravened by the
suggested concept of rigidly assigning development density based on parcel size. The Existing DOZ
provides significant flexibility of uses to help address market needs, however the flexibility of the
form of the building is more stringent. The Existing DOZ specifically regulates the placement of
buildings in relation to the street and public realm, the treatment of ground floor space and the
appropriateness of the height of the “Streetwall” and the building throughout the development
area. The greatest flexibility in the design standards of Existing DOZ is in relationship to density.
The Existing DOZ very loosely regulates the uses and amount of uses which can be provided within
a building. This allows a developer to react to the market while remaining responsible to the form
and context of the greater downtown. The Proposed Action is consistent with the legislative intent
and purpose of the Existing DOZ as set forth in Article XXIII, Downtown Overlay Zones, Section
331-175.
Comment KL2: The membership of the NRBID, which lies in between the proposed new Waterfront
Overlay Zone and the Train Station, hopes that the City will continue its wonderful and muchOctober 2021
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appreciated support of Downtown Business Owners and Operators by extending some of the same
zoning advantages and considerations in place for the new Waterfront Overlay Zone to those
operating within the NRBID’s districts.
We note, for example, that there appears to be some theoretical reduction in allowable height in
base and bonus stories for the existing overlay zones, including those in the BID such as DO-1, 2, 3,
4, as well as updates to some related requirements and opportunities. Also, we note a theoretical
reduction in the future number (square footage and/or units) of student housing, hotel rooms,
medical offices, office, retail and institutional within the existing overlay zones, which are located
in the NRBID, and limited proposed expansion for residential units within these districts, beyond
those already contemplated or approved.
A consistent zoning philosophy will enable this whole area of the City to flourish and rise together.
To this end, we respectfully suggest that the Transit-Oriented Development Hub should be
extended from the Train Station through New Rochelle Downtown to the Waterfront Overlay
District and back.
Response: As discussed in the Updated Recommended Action Plan (Appendix A-1 of the SDGEIS),
TOD typically is defined as encompassing an area within approximately a one-half mile (10minute) walk from a transit station. As set forth in the 2015 Recommended Action Plan (2015
RAP), the Existing DO Zone was designed to implement mixed-use development at varying levels
of nonresidential intensity/residential density, with the highest density located in what is
identified as the “downtown core”. The density/intensity of proposed development decreases
with distance from the core. As discussed in Section 3.2 of the SDGEIS, the proposed reductions
in allowable building heights in the DO-3 through DO-6 Zones are intended to reduce potential
impacts on nearby single-family residential neighborhoods and other sensitive uses within these
districts, while ensuring that future development is consistent with the established visual
character of the Existing DO Zone. The proposed Waterfront Overlay District is intended to
seamlessly interconnect with the rest of the downtown and to result in an equally vibrant setting
with its active public frontages while also properly protecting lower intensity neighboring land
uses and important environmental resources associated with the Proposed DO-7 Zone’s
waterfront location. Section 2.1 of the SDGEIS describes the City’s intention to implement growth
strategies that expand beyond the transit center, expanding mixed-use development and public
recreational opportunities to the waterfront within a 15-minute walk from the Transit Center and
the City core, and addressing the shift in demand away from certain commercial uses and the
expanded demand for residential uses in proximity to public open space and the necessities of
life. It is noted that, although the City is proposing to reduce the square footage of commercial
uses originally contemplated by the 2015 TDS, the 2021 TDS still contemplates approximately
1.776 million SF of retail, restaurant and office uses. The modifications to the Amended TDS are
intended to continue the successful growth within the Existing DO Zone, while balancing the
potential impacts of the additional residential density desired for properties located in DO-1, DO2, and DO-4.
Comments DN2, DN4, DN5, DN6, BS5, PH39:
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Comment DN2: In public meetings, representatives of the City have stated that the proposed DOZ7 would be more restrictive than the existing zoning and be better for the City, including
surrounding neighborhoods. However, overall, from a practical approach, the extension of the
DOZ-7 zone appears to have limited additional restrictions on the subject area and has the
potential to be significantly less restrictive than current zoning, with corresponding potential to
overpower the surrounding neighborhood.
Comment DN4: Simplified Comparison of Outcomes Under Proposed DOZ-7 & Existing Zoning: The
total number of residential units allowed under the existing zoning, as derived from the zoning and
outlined above, is approximately 459 units, but in the proposed DOZ-7 overlay zone that total
number is increased to 700 units, or a 52% increase. Similarly, if one adds up the total floor area
allowed within the overall zone as noted above, the existing zoning is believed to allow a total of
564,558 sq ft of floor area based on the respective FAR requirements.
The DOZ-7 does not appear to have FAR requirements or any limit on how many square feet of
residential or hotel space. Assuming an average of 1000 sq ft per residential unit for the 700
allowed, and 400 sq ft each for the 200 hotel rooms, this would result in at least 780,000 sq ft for
these uses, together with the stated limits of 193,000 sq ft in the zone for other uses, amounts to
a grand total of 973,000 sq ft of buildable space-a 72% increase over that allowed under the
current zoning, and not including any consideration for parking garages or other building
support/service areas.
Hypothetically, based on the most recent information shared by the developer of the anticipated
Pratt Landing project at a meeting with Sutton Manor residents on 7/7/21 (and who we
understand has been working closely with the City and is awaiting the zoning changes), the
development of the City owned plus AAMCO lots could involve 600 residences as well as 75,000
square feet of various commercial mixed uses-the latter not believed to include the Armory space.
So, without the Armory, and assuming the same average of 1,000 sq ft per residential unit (we are
unaware of any publicly stated sizes of residential units for the possible development), the
hypothetical Pratt Landing complex example would total some 675,000 sq ft, a roughly 100%
increase over that allowed under the current zoning.
It also must be kept in mind that the DOZ-7 zone limits the residential units to 700, but that is only
under the DOZ-7 zoning. It does not take into account the potential development under the
existing zoning (which underlies the proposed DOZ-7 zoning). If, for example, a developer of the
City owned plus AAMCO lots were to claim all 700 residential units, which could realistically be
done, development of the remaining DOZ-7 properties under their existing zoning could, with
approvals, amount to another approximately 160 units, bringing the total within the DOZ-7 to 860,
or an approximate 23% increase over the proposed residential total under DOZ-7, and an
approximate 87% increase in residential compared to that allowed by the current zoning [(860459)/459].
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Comment DN5: It is also not entirely clear how the proposed 700 residential units number for DOZ7 has been derived. Why can it not be a lower number? The answers to date have been along the
lines of “its been determined,” but to date we are unaware of any actual data or backup available
in the SDGEIS for review to justify the number. The same would also apply to the proposed
quantities of other space allowed.
Comment DN6: Unequal Density and Potential for Discriminatory Zoning or “Taking” Lawsuits:
The proposed DOZ-7 establishes all of the proposed allowable residential commercial, retail, office
and etc. uses over the entire zone, rather than stating an amount allowed per parcel/acre in the
way the current zoning states. The way the DOZ-7 is proposed the development rights go to the
first come, first serve approach, and such development is fast-tracked. If the first development
takes all or most of the various densities, this means that the other parcels most likely would have
to apply to the City afterwards under the existing zoning, and they would have to complete an
additional full environmental review, with the ability to demonstrate no impact potentially that
much harder to achieve as a result of the significantly increased density/use claimed under the
DOZ-7 development(s). And if these other parcels are turned down for environmental reasons due
to the already approved DOZ-7 development, then the City may have set itself up for both a
discriminatory zoning and taking litigation. It is thus suggested that the amount of development
under the DOZ-7 be more equitably distributed across the parcels that comprise the zone.
Comment BS5: Density [at Pratt Landing] must be brought down from that contemplated by the
proposal to prevent the site from becoming a housing development with a walking path.
Comment PH39: [I]t's been suggested that the zoning is more restrictive. It may be considered to
be more intense. Right now you have the ability of developing 455 residences under the existing
zoning. Under the overlay we have 700 residences, but if you take 700 which by the way is a 52
percent increase in residential but if you then take the area that is not developed under the DO7 it
goes back to the underlying zone which raises the number of units up to 860 which is an 87 percent
increase in density.
Response DN2, DN4, DN5, DN6, BS5, PH39:
The City recognized the success of the Existing DOZ and anticipates that expansion of the
downtown overlay to the waterfront will incentivize revitalization and help facilitate the longsought upgrading of the Echo Bay waterfront area. This proposal is the culmination of a long
public planning process, which included the preparation of the LWRP, Comprehensive Plan, and
2021 Recommended Action Plan Addendum (2021 RAP Addendum, see Appendix A-1 of the
SDGEIS). As noted in Response DN28, the Existing DOZ legislation creates a framework for
revitalization and does not address uses or density at specific locations. The DO Zones are
designed to incorporate a series of bonuses or incentives to encourage developers to build in
accordance with DO Zone parameters, but a property owner can continue to pursue development
in accordance with regulations associated with the existing underlying base zoning in lieu of the
DO zoning. Every development proposal submitted under the proposed DOZ amendments is
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required to undergo site-specific review, with additional studies required to address site-specific
conditions, including a determination of the appropriate site-specific density.
The assertion that the Proposed DO-7 Zone has limited additional restrictions relative to the
Existing DOZ is not accurate. The City’s central Downtown subdistricts (DO-1 and DO-2) clearly
have greater allowances for height in the DOZ legislation and a higher residential density is
assumed for the purposes of the SEQR analysis in the 2021 TDS. Specifically, whereas Proposed
DO-7 Zone allows a four-story maximum height with two additional stories permitted through
Community Benefit Bonuses (CBBs) and the 2021 TDS assumes a maximum of 700 residential units
within 21± acres (average of 33.3 units per acre), DO-1 allows a 40-story maximum height with
eight additional stories permitted through CBB and the 2021 TDS assumes a maximum of 2,552
residential units within 27± acres (average of 95± units per acre) and DO-2 allows a 28-story
maximum height with four additional stories permitted through CBB and the 2021TDS assumes a
maximum of 5,342 residential units within 71± acres (average of 75± units per acre).
The Existing DOZ is a form-based code in which the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) or similar densitycontrolling parameters are not among regulations controlling proposed development. Instead, a
TDS, representing a reasonable maximum development scenario that is anticipated to occur
within the Existing DOZ over a 10-year period, is established as a baseline for the SEQR analysis.
The Proposed DO-7 Zone establishes urban design standards directed at improving the civic and
economic vitality of the waterfront area. The provisions of the Proposed DO-7 Zone have been
carefully determined, consistent with the adjacent area of the Existing DOZ extending into the
City’s downtown districts, to minimize potential impacts, while also facilitating redevelopment
and maximizing the benefits associated with redevelopment. See further discussion under
Response DN28, above, regarding the issue of permissible density in the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
The flexibility of the Existing DOZ gives the City the opportunity to react to the changing markets
and resident life choices immediately. The City is proposing updates to the Existing DOZ Code and
Amended TDS to continue to foster economic development in the downtown, reflecting the
changing market demands and necessary design considerations given lessons learned from the
current pandemic.
The additional building heights that can be accomplished by opting-in to the Proposed DO-7 Zone
would be permitted only if parcels meet certain dimensional requirements, including minimum
frontage and acreage, and provided that the development achieves the CBBs- as recommended
by the Commissioner of Development and approved by the City Planning Board as appropriate. In
the Proposed DO-7 Zone, applicants seeking to use Community Benefit Bonuses from 175.11C
under Development Standard 3 for additional height of a 6th story must first seek authorization
from the City Council prior to submission to the Planning Board for site plan review. In response
to comments received on the SDGEIS, the allowable height in the Proposed DO-7 Zone under the
Community Benefit Bonuses provisions (175.11C) under Development Standard 3 has been
reduced from 8 stories (95 feet) to a maximum of 6 stores (75 feet); see the proposed DOZ zoning
amendments (see Appendix A-1).
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The characterization of the anticipated development of the Proposed DO-7 Zone as being limited
to a housing development and a walking path is not accurate. The intent is to foster a mix of uses
that activates that waterfront area for not only the occupants of the residences to be developed
on-site, but also for the wider New Rochelle community. Part of the site plan review process for
applications within the Proposed DO-7 Zone will include new street designations, as approved by
the Planning Board, to ensure that appropriate activation and character are reached within the
DO-7 Zone. Through the CBB provisions of the Proposed DO-7 Zone, it is expected that the
Waterfront Activation Area will include on-site civic spaces and landscaped public spaces in
addition to required minimum provisions of Waterfront Promenade (which include “diverse
landscaping, furnishing, and programmed activities and recreation areas” integrated with other
public ways, such as Public Frontages, Civic Spaces, or Pedestrian Ways). These elements will be
reviewed by the Planning Board during site plan review to ensure that there are interconnections
to recreational facilities and other destinations in the surrounding area.
As discussed previously, the development scenario under the 2021 TDS (for both the Overall DOZ
and the individual DO subdistricts, including the scenario presented for the Proposed DO-7 Zone)
encompasses a reasonable hypothetical development build-out under the Existing DOZ zoning.
The 2015 TDS was established for the purposes of analyzing potential impacts in the SDGEIS, and
identifying appropriate measures to mitigate such impacts as necessary, associated with
development under the DOZ overlay zoning, and will serve as a cap governing the review of future
site plan applications for development projects proposed in the Existing DOZ. The SDGEIS analysis
does not contemplate or assume any future development within the Proposed DO-7 Zone
pursuant to the existing, underlying zoning districts, and any application for such development
that may occur would be subject to its own review process in accordance with all applicable
regulatory requirements, including the need for environmental impact analysis pursuant to SEQR.
Building Heights, Setbacks and Step-Backs
Comments DN7, DN33
Comment DN7: It is unclear (and there does not seem to be any information in the SDGEIS) as to
why building heights proposed for the DOZ-7 contain an extra 1Oft relative to number of stories
compared to the majority of DOZ zones (e.g., an 8 story building in DOZ-7 is limited to 95ft but an
8 story building in DOZ-4 is limited to 85ft, a 4 story building in the DOZ-7 max height is 55ft but a
4 story building in DOZ-4 is limited to 45ft). This extra 10ft equates to a full additional story with
respect to overall building height, and the DOZ for other areas already adds 5 extra feet to total
building height compared to the limits in the current zoning for the lots in the DOZ-7 area (e.g.,
under the existing zoning in the DOZ-7 building height is limited to the equivalent of 10 ft per story
(so 4 stories= 40 ft), but in the DOZ-4 it would be 10 ft per story plus 5 ft). So, a 3-story building
approved under the DOZ-7 could have the equivalent height of a 4.5 story building approved under
the current zoning. Looked at another way, a 5-story building proposed for the Auto lots along
Main Street under the existing zone would need to be 15 feet shorter than a 5-story building built
on the DPW property under the new DOZ-7.
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Comment DN33: Make the building heights in DOZ-7 similar to other DOZ zones, meaning 85ft (as
opposed to 95ft) for an 8-story building (assuming an 8-story building is allowed), 65ft (as opposed
to 75ft) for a 6-story building, 45ft (as opposed to 55ft) for a 4-story building and 35ft ( as opposed
to 45ft) for a 3-story building.
Response DN7, DN33: The proposed Waterfront Overlay District (Proposed DO-7 Zone) is located
in a coastal area, where there is a significant elevation increase between the waterfront and Main
Street. Building height is defined in the City Zoning Code as being measured from mean grade
around the perimeter of a building, such that the allowable height of a building wall on the upslope
side of a property (i.e., facing Main Street, in this case) would be reduced when the lower ground
elevations at the downslope side of the property are taken into account. Therefore, in order to
retain the desired heights for buildings facing Main Street, it is necessary to allow for an increased
mean roof elevation above grade for the entire property. This does not affect the maximum
number of stories that is permissible, which remains constant regardless of whether it is on the
upslope or downslope side of the building. It is also noted that a large portion of the Proposed
DO-7 Zone lies within the 100-year floodplain, and increased height is required to meet the Base
Flood Elevation standards.
Comment DN8: It is encouraging that the proposed changes to the overall DOZ will reduce the
maximum height in the DOZ-4 from 12 stories to 8 stories and 85ft, though further reduction to a
maximum of 6 stories would seem even more appropriate, and more in keeping with what has
already been allowed in the area and more conducive to the adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Response: The proposed height reductions in the DO-4 District are significant, especially under
Development Standard 3, where the existing maximum of 8 stories/85 feet will be reduced to
6 stories/65 feet, and the maximum with Bonus Height will be reduced by an even larger margin
from 12 stories/125 feet to 8 stories/85 feet. It is also noted that the DO-4 area already contains
a number of buildings that are at or above the currently proposed 8-story maximum with Bonus
Height, including 145 Huguenot St (Monroe College), 20 Cedar Street (Cedar Plaza, Montefiore),
and 1 Radisson Plaza (Radisson Hotel).
Comments MZ1, MZ2, MZ8, MZ9, PH29, DN9, PH2, PH10, PH11, PH12, PH23, PH38:
Comment MZ1: What is the planning rationale for why the DO-7 District is the only District in the
Proposed Revisions as shown in Table 2-1 in the SDGEIS and Sections 175.11B and 175.11C of the
Proposed Revisions where the Additional Bonus Height “may be granted at the discretion of the
City Council prior to the Planning Board?” In the current Overlay Zone and Proposed Revisions, all
the other Bonus Heights can be achieved through the normal Community Benefit Bonus policies as
administered by the Planning Board? The SDGEIS does not address this distinction.
Comment MZ2: Is the Additional Bonus Height, presumably going from six (6) to eight (8) stories
proposed for the DO-7 Zone, subject to the Community Bonus Policies? There is no reference in
footnote 4 at Table 2-1 in the SDGEIS addressing this issue.
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Comment MZ8: It might make more sense, as expressed by some in the community and elected
officials, if the Development Standards for the DO-7, Development Standard 3, in particular,
include, consistent with DO-4 and DO-5, a four (4-story maximum), with two (2) Bonus stories
based upon the uniformly applied Community Bonus Policies and Procedures, and eliminate any
Additional Bonus stories, which is a unique category applied only to the DO-7 Zone.
Comment MZ9: The SDGEIS makes the statement that the “heights provided in the Proposed DO-7
Zone would be consistent with the heights permitted in the neighboring DO-4 District [as reduced
under the Proposed Revisions].” (SDGEIS at 3.1-36) This, however, does not seem accurate, as the
proposed heights are described, as follows: (i) DO-4 Zone is six (6) stories as of right versus currently
DO-7 Zone –three (3) stories “as of right”; (ii) DO-4 Zone “2 Additional Stories Bonus Height” (8
stores total) with the CBB administered by the Planning Board versus DO-7 “2 Additional Stories
(stories 4 & 5 total stories) per CBB administered by Planning Board: and (iii) DO-7 Zone – “(3)
Additional Stories,” however, determined by City Council in its absolute discretion (total 8 stories).
Comment PH29: Secondly, while I do appreciate the efforts made to reduce the building height, as
with other people that have spoken this evening, it’s my understanding that we could possibly
permit building heights as tall as eight stories and this will certainly obscure views for some of us
that lives in the east end.
Comment DN9: In examining height and stories it is also of concern to neighboring residential
neighborhoods that the proposed DOZ-7 zoning allows for a 4-foot-high wall on top of the
buildings, intended to allow the roof to be used as an additional outdoor floor for a fairly wide
range of activities without restrictions. This means one could have rooftop restaurant dining,
functions, etc., in essence adding another story of use above the stated maximums.
Comment PH2: Specifically, our concerns are around first of all density and height, concerned
about the building heights in DO7. We would like to see the maximum building heights inclusive of
bonuses to be considered to be lowered to six stories long on Main Street rather than the current
eight stories with three story buildings along the waterfront.
Comment PH10: I feel a limit of six stories on Main Street either outright or five stories as presently
envisioned with a bonus of one additional story, not three would be reasonable.
Comment PH11: However, the community benefit bonus program is the DO7 zone must be limited
to benefits related to this waterfront overlay zone.
Comment PH12: Limiting heights of five or six provides certainty and limited density with all the
attendant issues.
Comment PH23: I’m here to talk about the zone 7 in particular and I want to say that I agree with
many of my neighbors that have spoken earlier about their concerns particularly as it relates to
building heights. Personally, I think four stories is high enough on Main Street, but I think six stories
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was the maximum. I guess we can live with that. I really don’t think there should be any additional
bonuses above that.
Comment PH26: I second everybody who also spoke about limiting building heights. Six stories
seems great to me.
Response MZ1, MZ2, MZ8, MZ9, PH29, DN9, PH2, PH10, PH11, PH12, PH23, PH38:
In large measure, the standards and procedures for the review of applications under the Proposed
DO-7 Zone are based on the provisions that have been incorporated into the Existing DOZ
legislation. To the degree that the requirements for the Proposed DO-7 Zone are more stringent
and/or provide for a greater level of scrutiny or discretion, this is intentional, in consideration of
the higher sensitivity of this coastal area. Additionally, the rest of the Existing DOZ is largely
regulated by the existing street network and face of curb. In DO-7, new streets and street
assignments will need to be created during the site plan review process, therefore the character
of the zone (activity, Streetwall, storefront frontage requirements, etc.) is anticipated to be
created through a collaborative review process before the Planning Board. This procedural
distinction will allow for increased assurances that the proper balance can be achieved between
advancing the Existing DOZ’s intended revitalization objectives while also properly protecting
lower intensity neighboring land uses and important environmental resources associated with the
Proposed DO-7 Zone’s waterfront location. Beside improving the visual character along the
shoreline, inclusion of the Proposed DO-7 Zone in the Existing DOZ as proposed will also ensure
that future development in this area occurs in a manner that is consistent with the building
patterns in the nearby downtown, but is also smaller in scale and provides suitable open space
and public access to and views of the waterfront, compatible with the character of the nearby
residential neighborhoods and environmental resource areas.
The building height and setback standards proposed for the Proposed DO-7 Zone have been
formulated based on an extensive public planning process that has been conducted for this area
over many years, and in consideration of the standards that have been developed for the Existing
DOZ (DO-1 through DO-6) and the special circumstances of the Proposed DO-7 Zone. As discussed
in Response DN28, these proposed standards are specifically designed and intended to achieve an
appropriate balance between the City’s goals for economic development and protection of the
environment; and it is not believed that the suggestions presented in these comments, which to
some extent are mutually exclusive or otherwise conflict with one another, would better serve to
advance these goals. It is noted that permissible building heights in the Proposed DO-7 Zone have
been modified to reduce the eligible bonus from 8 stories/95 feet under the proposal presented
in the SDGEIS to a maximum of 6 stories/75 feet (See Appendix A-1).
The administrative process established by the City for the review of applications in the Proposed
DO-7 Zone, including which City agency or agencies have review and/or approval authority, will
be designed to best ensure that the goals and objectives of the proposed DOZ amendments are
properly implemented based on relevant internal governmental considerations. Such decisions
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do not relate directly to potential environmental impacts under SEQR and, therefore,
appropriately, are not considered or evaluated in this SFGEIS.
With respect to rooftop uses, every development proposal submitted pursuant to the Proposed
DO-7 Zone will be subject to site-specific analysis during site plan review. This will include as
necessary additional, detailed studies to assess relevant site conditions and proposed building
elements such as a proposed rooftop use (e.g., visual/aesthetic resources, solar shadows, cultural
resources, traffic, noise, etc.), both in terms of anticipated impacts and mitigation to address any
such impacts. Each development proposal will be reviewed during the site plan review process
for consistency with all applicable laws and City Code requirements. The site plan review process
includes opportunities for public input, including a public hearing by the Planning Board before a
decision is made. This process will help to ensure that the development that ultimately occurs in
the Proposed DO-7 Zone is appropriate to the site-specific setting.
See Response DN28, in the section of this SFGEIS on Development Density, Density Reallocation,
and Buildout, for a discussion of the suggestion that that the community benefit bonus program
for development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone should be limited to this portion of the Overall DOZ.
As discussed previously, the flexibility of the Existing DOZ, and which will be extended to the
Proposed DO-7 Zone under the Proposed Action, gives the City the opportunity to react promptly
to the changing markets and resident life choices. As the City emerges from the COVID-19
pandemic, there are a number of lessons learned that can help the City improve resiliency in the
future. Therefore, the City is proposing updates to the Existing DOZ and the Amended TDS to
continue to foster economic development in the downtown, reflecting the changing market
demands and necessary design considerations given lessons learned from the current pandemic.
Footnote 3 of Table 175.11B(2) Development Standards applies to all DOs and references the
Community Benefit Bonuses Figure 175.11C(3). All Bonus height and Additional Bonus stories are
governed by the adopted Community Benefit Bonus Funds Policy of the City of New Rochelle. This
Policy is proposed to be updated as part of the Proposed Action, particularly to allow bonus-able
activity both within and outside the Existing DOZ and to encourage activity that respects the
special nature of redevelopment of the waterfront which is anticipated to result from the
adoption of the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
Comment PH41: Some of our suggestions have to do with having three stories around the
waterfront and having a 100 foot buffer which is a no build buffer because presently your 30 foot
promenade requires certain park space and has no requirements for what the green space has to
be. So we would propose a 100 foot buffer, a no build buffer followed by waterfront area of another
150 feet which could have three stories and then lead up to whatever height that you allow which
we recommend at six with a setback after three stories, but if Council wants to continue with the
eight and for every two bonus stories there should be another setback which would be quite in line
with the views that you have throughout the city on the different heights to your tallest buildings.
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Response: See the preceding responses in this section of the SFGEIS regarding building heights
and step-backs.
In addition to proposed DOZ amendments, NYSDEC has a jurisdiction of waterfront areas and
regulates Tidal Wetland “adjacent area” per guidelines of 6CRR-NY 661.4, with minimum of 75foot setback to any buildings. See Response DN19, in the section of this SFGEIS on Buffers and
Waterfront Activation Area, regarding the potential applicability of these regulations to the
Proposed DO-7 Zone.
The minimum requirement for the width of the Waterfront Promenade, to be located in the area
adjoining the shoreline (i.e., the mean high water line), is 30 feet. This promenade space, which
is required to include a minimum 8-foot wide continuous walkway spanning along the entire
length of the waterfront in the Proposed DO-7 Zone, is designated as a civic area, which may
include various other features to promote public engagement besides the requisite walkway (e.g.,
plazas, seating and other outdoor furnishings, landscaped areas, etc.). Additional building setback
may be provided, beyond the 30 foot-minimum width provided by the Promenade, as determined
on a site-specific and project-specific basis, to establish the Waterfront Activation Area (WAA)
extending between the shoreline and the building streetwall. This WAA is specifically defined and
intended to serve as a “general area along the waterfront as indicated on the DOZ Standards Map
Section 175.08, within which the continuous publicly accessible space physically and visually
connects the adjacent areas to the waterfront.” Ultimately, the width of the WAA is expected to
vary depending on the nature of the shoreline conditions. Therefore, although buildings, as well
as other roadways, are allowed in the WAA, this is consistent with the intent of proving a public
space between the shoreline and the building walls in closest proximity to the water. The WAA is
not to be fenced or otherwise reserved for private use, but it is also not intended to be a no-build
setback/buffer area. Rather it is intended to be an activated area of civic space allowing for public
access to the waterfront.
Comments MZ3, MZ4, MZ5, DN3:
Comment MZ3: What are the criteria, standards or procedures (including reasonable timeframes)
for the City Council to consider the Additional Bonus Height stories as applied exclusively to the
DO-7 Zone? Doesn’t this contradict the Due Process clauses of the Federal and New York
Constitutions? A statute, including zoning ordinance, is considered unconstitutionally vague if “it
lacks minimal legislative guidelines, thereby permitting arbitrary enforcement . . . [or] authorizes
or even encourages arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.” See, e.g., People v. Stephens, 66
N.E.3d 1070 (N.Y. 2016); U.S. Const. Amend. XIV; People v. Noga, 50 Misc.3d 41 (2d Dep’t, 2015).
Comment MZ4: How would an ordinary landowner in the DO-7 Zone, for example, understand or
have meaningful notice of what standards or criteria it would need to obtain the Additional Bonus
Height allowed under the Proposed Revisions? Again, there is no meaningful elaboration in the
SDGEIS explaining this important distinction affecting only the DO-7 Zone.
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Comment MZ5: Since one of the express purposes of the DO-7 Zone is to “provide development
incentives to property owners to revitalize and redevelop” these challenging Brownfield and
potential “destination waterfront” sites during the current “uncertain financial future due to Covid19” and other market forces, as stated throughout the SDGEIS document (see, e.g., Id. at 2-1, 13),
how would the uncertainty unique to the DO-7 Zone regarding permitted density and height
further such objective? We would respectfully submit that it would not and would contradict the
objectives and format of the form-based zoning approach.
Comment DN3: Note that within the DOZ-7 materials there does not seem to be any specific criteria
for City Council to grant bonus stories to the development, and similarly there does not seem to be
any hard criteria for the Commissioner of Development to determine bonuses under the CBB
provisions.
Response MZ3, MZ4, MZ5, DN3:
As stated in Response DN28, the overall intent and purpose of the Existing DOZ, pertaining to DO-1
through DO-6, is to advance a comprehensive economic development strategy to re-establish
downtown New Rochelle as a center of vibrancy within a mixed-use, transit-oriented setting, but
in a manner that utilizes the principles of social, economic and environmental responsibility.
Therefore, discretion presently is inherent as a general matter to the review of applications
submitted for development in the Existing DOZ. Although the goal is to facilitate project review
and approval, there was never a guarantee of a particular outcome. An applicant can opt into the
Waterfront Overlay District (Proposed DO-7 Zone) by demonstrating compliance with the
minimum lot area and lot frontage standards for the district. The opportunities and benefits
offered through the Proposed DO-7 Zone are optional for property owners regardless any
potential uncertainties surrounding future development.
The SEQR Handbook (the “Handbook”) prepared by NYSDEC, which is the agency charged with
overseeing the implementation of SEQR, provides guidance for the implementation of the SEQR
regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617). The latest version of the Handbook (Fourth Edition, 2020) was
developed in parallel to the most recent update of the SEQRA regulations which became effective
January 1, 2019. The Handbook is described as “a standard reference book for local government
officials, environmental consultants, attorneys, permit applicants, and the public” and as
“provid[ing] agencies, project sponsors (alternatively ‘applicants’), and the public with a practical
reference guide to the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR) – Article 8 of the
Environmental Conservation Law (ECL). The Handbook addresses common questions that arise
during the process of applying SEQR.” The Handbook is presented in an easy-to-understand,
question-and-answer format by topic. On the topic of “discretionary” decisions, the Handbook
provides the following guidance (page 13, emphasis added):
3. What are "discretionary" decisions?
Discretionary decisions are those where there are choices to be made by the decision
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makers that determine whether and how an action may be taken. Examples of
discretionary decisions are:
• zoning changes,
• preliminary/final plat approval,
• site plan approval,
• variances,
• special use permits,
• funding of projects by local/state IDA's,
• construction of highways/municipal buildings, and
• environmental permits issued by DEC.
Thus, as indicated by the foregoing, site plan approvals area considered under SEQR to be among
those actions for which “there are choices to be made by the decision makers that determine
whether and how an action may be taken…” This supports the concept that a site plan review is
not an administrative or ministerial function, whereby the agency (the Planning Board in this case)
is expected to base its decision entirely upon a given set of facts, as prescribed by law or
regulation, without use of judgment or individual choice, as pertains to a building permit or a dog
license for example.
The granting of development bonuses as part of the site plan review is subject to additional
discretion, whereby a determination is required for the given application on whether the
requested bonus is justified in light of the benefit(s) being offered. Furthermore, as also noted
previously, the Proposed DO-7 Zone has a higher level of land use and environmental sensitivity
given its setting in proximity to single-family residential neighborhoods and location on the
waterfront. To the degree that discretion applies to the Existing DOZ, with the need to tailor the
design to meet project-specific requirements identified by the Planning Board during site plan
review, an increased level of flexibility, scrutiny and discretion in the review process is warranted
for future site plans in the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
Comment MZ6:
Comment MZ6: Isn’t there a fundamental inconsistency here, whereby the DO-7 Zone includes the
most detailed “redevelopment strategies . . . [which] guided the preparation of the DO-7 Zone,”
including, a long list of required public amenities and objectives (see, e.g., SDGEIS at 2-13), yet the
Additional Bonus Height and density set forth in the Proposed Revisions necessary to fund such
amenities appears to be discretionary and arbitrary? Isn’t the whole predicate of the form-based
zoning model successfully implemented by the City over the years meant to foster clear objectives
and standards for landowners and the City to follow in the design and development of sites in the
DOZ, and the Proposed Revisions an attempt to “build upon” such principles?
Response: See the Responses MZ3/MZ4/MZ5/DN3 in this section of this SFGEIS on Building
Heights, Setbacks and Step-Backs, regarding the general topic of discretion in the site plan review
process for applications in the Overall DOZ. While, the review and approval process certainly is
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discretionary as discussed in the prior response, it is not, as a general matter, “arbitrary” since the
Planning Board’s review and decision-making process is guided by the DOZ-specific standards and
procedures of Article XXII of Chapter 331 (§331-175) and additional analysis identified in Section
6 (Future Actions) of the SDGEIS, as well as the overall standards and procedures for site plan
review and approval set forth in Article XIII of Chapter 331.
Comment MZ7: Consistent with the above, on what basis would the City Council reconcile denying
the Additional Height Bonus in the DO-7 Zone for a particular project where the SDGEIS already
found and “carefully determined” utilizing a “reasonable” 2021 Theoretical Development Scenario,
and so-called “worse case scenario” for the DO-7 Zone as required under SEQRA (i.e., 8 stories and
700 units), that the Proposed DO-7 Zone would not “result in any significant adverse impacts to
land use, zoning, public planning policy (see SDGEIS at 3.1-49)? Similarly, the SDGEIS already found
that if the landowner followed the form-based zoning and other design criteria, including
implementing the many public amenity and other enumerated “land use benefits,” it would
“significantly improve the visual character of the waterfront” (SDGEDIS at 3.2- 29) and “enhance
the visual appearance, functionality and character of the area” (SDGEIS at 3.1- 36).
Response: The “Action” under consideration here is a proposed zoning amendment, which
includes the addition of the Proposed DO-7 Zone to the previously adopted Downtown Overlay
Zone (with DO-1 through DO-6). As was the case with the original adoption of the Existing DOZ in
2015, it is anticipated that among the requirements for Future Actions specified in the
forthcoming Findings Statement will be the application of the Existing DOZ provision for
discretionary site plan review by the Planning Board for development applications pursuant to the
Proposed DO-7 Zone zoning, as outlined in Section 6 of the SDGEIS. This site plan review process
will address a range of project-specific issues as necessary, which may include, but would not
necessarily be limited to, assessment of anticipated impacts on visual/aesthetic resources,
shadows, cultural resources, traffic and noise, along with measures proposed to mitigate any such
impacts. Therefore, although it may be determined that the act of adopting the new zoning for
the Proposed DO-7 Zone “would not result in any significant adverse impacts…”, landowners who
subsequently wish to avail themselves of the benefits of the new zoning for the Proposed DO-7
Zone would be required to follow the same procedures as currently pertains to landowners in the
Existing DOZ . However, in the case of the Proposed DO-7 Zone, due to the sensitive nature of the
waterfront and the visual/community character of the surrounding natural and built environment,
more stringent standards and an associated greater degree of discretion would apply to ensure
that impacts are avoided or mitigated to the degree practicable as required under SEQR. For any
application in the Proposed DO-7 Zone that seeks a development bonus, an additional
discretionary decision by the City Council will be required to determine whether the community
benefit(s) being offered is sufficient to justify the bonus; and, again, the level of scrutiny is
expected to be magnified as compared to DO-1 through DO-6 because of the sensitivity of the
proposed Waterfront Overlay area.
Comment MZ10: Does it make sense to provide a landowner in the DO-3 Zone additional height
and density if the site includes “City owned property” and is listed as a “Catalyst” site, whereas in
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the DO-7 Zone, the 4th story, or the supposed as-of-right maximum height, converts to and is
subject to a more restrictive CBB if it is “on City owned property”? The City is aiming to “incentivize
investment” in the DO-7 Zone by requiring amenities, such as a Waterfront Activation Area along
the shoreline, continuous public access, restoration and public trails, Brownfield cleanup, and a
complete transformation of the area from industrial and non-publicly accessible waterfront use to
a “regional and economic engine” for the City – a worthy endeavor. (See, e.g., FEIS at 3.1-32).
Shouldn’t the transformational destination sites in the DO-7 Zone, especially during these
challenging financial times, be considered “Catalyst” sites under the same criteria applied by the
City to those located in the DO-3 Zone, and receive similar treatment?
Response: To incentivize the rapid development of the Downtown in 2015, the City adopted the
2015 RAP (see Appendix A-1 of the 2015 DGEIS) which identified 37 sites for priority investment
and redevelopment. Fourteen of these sites were owned by the City and, pursuant to the Master
Developer Agreement (MDA), were to be redeveloped by the Master Developer, while the
remaining 23 sites, privately owned, encouraged the Master Developer to collaborate with these
property owners to create mutually agreeable development plans for the respective sites.
Additionally, it was the goal of the City and Master Developer to actively encourage development
by all property owners and developers throughout the Downtown consistent with the 2015 RAP.
The Existing DOZ, indicated the geographic scope of the downtown redevelopment efforts,
without limiting the rights of the owner to develop their property under the rules, regulations,
conditions and rights of the underlying zoning.
As set forth in the 2015 RAP, the DO Zones were designed to implement mixed-use development
at varying levels of nonresidential intensity/residential density, with the highest density located
in what is identified as the “downtown core”. The density/intensity of proposed development
decreases with distance from the core. The Proposed DO-7 Zone is intended to be integrated into
and complement the Existing DOZ and to enhance this waterfront portion of the downtown for
the community’s benefit, as described in the 2021 RAP Addendum (see Appendix A-1 of the
SDGEIS), past studies and planning efforts undertaken by the City. Besides improving visual
character, inclusion of the Proposed DO-7 Zone in the Existing DOZ will also ensure that
development in this area occurs in a manner that is consistent with the building patterns in the
downtown but is also more moderate in scale to provide open space and public access and
preserve views, while being in character with the surrounding residential neighborhoods. The City
also believes that there is a greater obligation to ensure that the development of land in City
ownership, particularly parcels having the advantage of a waterfront location, makes the best use
of this resource for the public benefit, whereas similar opportunities for public benefits are not
available at the inland locations of the other subdistricts in the Existing DOZ. Therefore, applicants
seeking to use Community Benefit Bonuses from 175.11C under Development Standard 3 for
additional height of a 6th story must first seek authorization from the City Council prior to
submission to the Planning Board for site plan review.
It is also noted that the City-owned “catalyst” parcels within DO-1-3 have a Master Developer with
contractual obligations under the MDA. The City-owned parcels within the Proposed DO-7 Zone
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have a Land Disposition Agreement (LDA) with a developer which does not have the same
contractual obligations.
It is also important to reiterate the important distinction between the Proposed DO-7 Zone and
the rest of the Existing DOZ (i.e., DO-1 through DO-6), whereby the new subdistrict has a higher
level of land use and environmental sensitivity and thereby is afforded an increased level of
scrutiny and discretion in the site plan review process. See also Response to DN2, DN4, DN5, DN6,
BS5.
Comment DN21: Building Tiers/Step-Backs: The proposed DOZ-7 overlay zone includes two
step-back requirements, a 25 foot step-back from the Main Street build-to line for the fifth
floor of buildings over 4 stories, and a 30 foot step-back from the as yet undefined build-to
line within the Waterfront Activation Area, also applying to floors above 4 stories, though
buildings within the Waterfront Activation Area are limited to 4 stories, so depending on
where the build-to line is created, it is not clear exactly how/where/when the step-back would
apply. Thus, applying the step-back for buildings within the Waterfront Activation Area
between stories 3 and 4, or even 2 and 3, might be more reasonable, and would help reduce
building size proximate to the waterfront - where it should be kept in mind that the buildings
will seem taller than they are when viewed from the comparatively lower” ground” elevations
of places like the Sutton Manor Boathouse or the water’ s surface.
Response DN21: The following are proposed revisions intended to clarify the proposed DOZ
amendments within the Proposed DO-7 Zone Waterfront Activation Area (shown in red).
•

•

Page 9: 175.04 DEFINITIONS:
o Waterfront Activation Area:
 Location, see also 175.09C(1)(g) PUBLIC FRONTAGE DIAGRAM, and
175.10E(1)(d) WATERFRONT PROMENADE diagram
 Must contain the Waterfront Promenade
 A general area between a Mean High Water Line and the nearest landward
Build-To-Line along the waterfront as indicated on the DOZ Standards Map
Section 175.08, within which must contain the Waterfront Promenade, a
continuous publicly accessible Civic Space that physically and visually
connects the adjacent areas to the waterfront.
o Mean High Water Line:
 The line on an engineered site plan submitted for review, for sites in the
waterfront adjacent area, which represents the intersection of the land
with the water surface at the elevation of mean high water. Mean high
water is a tidal datum, defined as the average of all the high water heights
observed over the National Tidal Datum Epoch.
Page 17: 175.08G(2) DOZ STANDARDS MAP LEGEND:
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In Waterfront Activation Area, outside of 400 feet from the southern face of
curb on Main Street, maximum 4 stories and minimum 30’ Stepback required
at Build-To-Line, as approved by the Planning Board.
Page 27: 175.09D(f): BUILD-TO-LINE: Build-To-Line shall be required where buildings are
proposed within the Waterfront Activation Area.
Page 26:


•
•

Community Benefit Bonuses
Comments DN26, DN38, PH31:
Comment DN26: At the 7/13/21 Public Hearing multiple speakers from DOZ-7 adjacent
neighborhoods raised the issue of whether the zoning was overreaching, which would result in a
degrading of their quality of life. In those comments was a thread that the various CBB bonuses
should be geared to enhancement and applicability to the subject area of and surrounding the
DOZ-7 as opposed to City wide. This suggestion has a great deal of merit, and there are various
ideas for improving the subject area that otherwise likely would not be addressed that could be
more meaningful to the local residents for application of the bonuses.
Comment DN38: Making CBB bonuses specific to quality of life issues for the areas within and
adjacent to thesubject DOZ zone, so for example for a project in the DOZ-7 zone, providing the
funds for the City to finally purchase the Con Ed parcel on Echo Avenue so that it can become
a formally designated park; or the widening of Main Street as described above to help
alleviate existing (and to be new development worsened) traffic conditions - assuming traffic
analysis bears out expectations (though this could also be required as mitigation for
development of the City owned properties).
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Comment PH31: In terms of community benefits I understand there is public park space, but I would
like to implore the Council to consider as we move forward any additional community benefits for
those neighborhoods that are directly across from and adjacent to the new zone.
Response DN26, DN38, PH31: As discussed in Response DN28, the intent of the Existing DOZ
legislation as originally approved in 2015 and as per the amendments currently proposed is to
provide a broad range of City-wide benefits for the collective good of the entire City populace.
Strictly restricting the assignment of benefits based on geographic location as suggested in these
comments would be counter to this comprehensive planning approach. The Proposed DO-7 Zone
has a regulatory requirement for the implementation of local improvements which are associated
with the requirement for a shorefront Promenade (and associated civic space), shoreline
restoration, and other elements of the Waterfront Activation Area.
The environmentally, socially, and economically beneficial proposed changes to CBB and Funds
Policies are intended to uplift the City’s communities. The proposed changes to the CBB include
the provision to allow for implementation of community benefits both within or outside of the
Overall DOZ, which will be reviewed by the Commissioner of Development and subject to the
approval of the Planning Board.
Miscellaneous Comments on the “Zoning Code Update Draft Proposed Revision”
Comment PE1: Generally, the DOZ document reiterates the Planning Board’s powers to approve.
Is this duplicative of the powers already held by the Planning Board during Site Plan review and
other review processes? Does this imply that many parameters for the Downtown Overlay Zones
will be set by Planning Board decisions, rather than proposed by the developer in compliance with
an established standard, and then reviewed/approved by the Planning Board?
Response: Under the proposed DOZ amendments, the Planning Board will continue in its role to
undertake site plan review and approval for subsequent applications submitted for development
pursuant to the proposed DOZ amendments. The review process for the Proposed DO-7 Zone will
be the same as is currently occurring for DO-1 through DO-6. The standards guiding the Planning
Board’s review are set forth in the proposed DOZ amendments, as may ultimately be modified by
the Proposed Action, which supplements the overall standards and procedures for site plan review
and approval set forth in Article XIII of Chapter 331.
Comment PE2: Page 13: “New streets will receive a designation Type with planning board
approval.” For properties without designated street types, can a developer select from the defined
street types in the DOZ code, without needing to obtain Planning Board approval? It is understood
that the developer can propose new street types subject to Planning Board approval.
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Response: A series of seven permissible street types were established under the original Existing
DOZ legislation adopted in 2015, per §331-175.08E. However, this was based on the existence of
an established street grid within the DO-1 through DO-6 areas. In contrast, the Proposed DO-7
Zone lacks an internal downtown street grid, except at its perimeter (i.e., Main Street and
Huntington Place to the north, Echo Avenue to the west, and Le Fevres Lane to the east). All of
these existing frontages have been assigned street-type designations under the proposed Code
amendments, at §331-175.08F, which will govern future development along these streets.
In cases where new internal streets are included in a site development plan in the Proposed DO-7
Zone, the existing provision of the Existing DOZ, at §331-175.08E, will continue to govern,
specifying that, “[t]hrough the process of block development and land subdivision or resubdivision as described in this Article, the Planning Board shall designate, upon the
recommendation of the Commissioner of Development, all new streets as A Streets through F
Streets or P Streets as Pedestrian Ways to reflect the importance of pedestrian and commercial
activity, the intended form of development, and the need for traffic management along each
street.” As part of the review process, the applicant may take the opportunity to submit a
proposal and justification for consideration by the Planning Board of a particular street type
designation, based on the street’s defined characteristics, stepbacks, and frontage typologies.
There are no provisions in the proposed DOZ amendments for the applicant to propose new street
types that are not among the seven street types that are specifically identified in the Code.
Comment PE3: Page 23: Would the City please confirm the extent of the proposed DO-7, as in some
graphics, it appears that DO-7 is separate from the Waterfront Activation Area?
Response: Section 175.08.G(7) of the proposed DOZ amendments provides a graphic depiction
for the Proposed DO-7 Zone, which is also described in geographic terms in Section 1.2 of the
DSGEIS. It stretches generally eastward from Echo Avenue to LeFevres Lane, and south of Main
Street and Huntington Place to the shoreline of the Echo Bay complex. Labels have been added
to the perimeter of the Proposed DO-7 Zone boundary on the DOZ Standards Map Tile 6 (see
image below) for clarity.
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Comments PE4, PE5, PE6, PE7:
Comment PE4: Page 23: Similarly, what are the proposed dimensions of the Waterfront Activation
Area? Does the Waterfront Activation Area in any case go beyond the Build-to zone? Would the
City please clarify that the street can be entirely within the Build-to zone, and therefore that the
Waterfront Activation Area will be defined by the street? Would it be appropriate to define the
Waterfront Activation Area relative to a technical boundary, such as the mean high-water line?
We propose the language below, which accomplishes the intent of preserving viewsheds from
residential neighborhoods across from the waterfront zone and allows for construction of
meaningful public open space.
On page 9: “WATERFRONT ACTIVATION AREA A general area along the waterfront as
generally depicted on the DOZ Standards Map Section 175.08, and more specifically
defined as the water side edge of any proposed development along a waterfront or 70 feet
inland from the mean high water line, whichever is greater, within which the continuous
publicly accessible space physically and visually connects the adjacent areas to the
waterfront.”
Comment PE5: Page 25: Without the aid of definitions establishing public frontage at the build-to
line, or a process for same, how are design teams able to craft site plans? We suggest this be
amended to “Developer shall propose width and occupancy of public frontage at build-to line, for
Planning Board review and approval.”
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Comment PE6: Page 27: Without certainty of a minimum threshold in establishing the Build-to line
in a Waterfront Activation Area or Pedestrian way, how are design teams able to craft site plans?
We suggest this language be amended as follows:
175.08d(1)(d) Where a Pedestrian Way is provided according to Section 175.09A(4), the
developer may request the Build-To-Line to be placed at alternate locations, subject to
review and approval by the Planning Board.
175.08d(1)(g) The developer may request the Build-To-Line within a Waterside Activation
Area be placed at Alternate locations, to establish the location of Public Frontages, subject
to review and approval by the Planning Board.
Comment PE7: Page 29: Similarly, in 175.10.4.4, why are the Build-To-Zones and Street Walls
delegated to the Planning Board, instead of to a set of Standards as in other DOZs? To aid in site
planning, we suggest altering the text to read “… or as proposed by the developer within the
Waterfront Promenade and approved by the Planning Board.”
Response PE4, PE5, PE6, PE7: See response to comments PH-41, DN 21 and MZ3/MZ4/MZ5/DN3
above. The following are proposed revisions intended to clarify the DOZ requirements within the
Waterfront Activation Area (proposed revisions in green).
• Page 9: 175.04 DEFINITIONS: Waterfront Activation Area:
• A general area between a Mean High Water Line and nearest landward Build-toZone along the waterfront as indicated on the DOZ Standards Map Section
175.08, which must contain the Waterfront Promenade, a continuous publicly
accessible space that physically and visually connects the adjacent areas to the
waterfront.
• Mean High Water Line:
The line on an engineered site plan submitted for review, for sites in the
waterfront adjacent area, which represents the intersection of the land with the
water surface at the elevation of mean high water. Mean high water is a tidal
datum, defined as the average of all the high water heights observed over the
National Tidal Datum Epoch.
• Page 17: 175.08G(2) DOZ STANDARDS MAP LEGEND:
• In Waterfront Activation Area, outside of 400 feet from the southern FOC on Main
Street, maximum 4 stories and minimum 30’ Stepback required at Build-To-Line,
as approved by the Planning Board
•

Page 25: 175.09B. PUBLIC FRONTAGE AND PRIVATE FRONTAGE STANDARDS:
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•

9 The

minimum width dimension, character, and Occupancy of Public Frontage at
Build-to-Line located within the Waterfront Activation Area shall be as
recommended by the Commissioner of Development and as approved by the
Planning Board.

• Page 28-29: 175.10. CIVIC SPACE STANDARDS:






(D)(1) Civic Space Programming, Placement and Design Criteria: The following
programming and design considerations, among others, shall be evaluated by the
Commissioner of Development Planning Board in the course of site plan and/ or
subdivision approval and design as considerations in determining the acceptable
location for civic space:
(3)(c) The minimum Frontage Occupancy within the Waterfront Activation Area
shall be as recommended by the Commissioner of Development and approved by
the Planning Board.
(4) New buildings contiguous to a civic space shall provide Build-To-Zone(s) and
Street Wall(s) as required by the Street Type designated on the nearest Street on
the DOZ Standards Map or as established the Planning Board accept within the
Waterfront Promenade Activation Area, as defined in 175.08G(2), 175.09B

Comment PE8: Page 31: In 175.10E(1)(d), is there engineering principle behind the establishment
of the 8’ minimum pedestrian path? We suggest “2] provide a continuous pedestrian path of 8 feet
average width along water’s edge, provided portions of this path may be narrowed to 5’ if site
constraints present a hardship in achieving 8 feet width in all areas,” which accomplishes the
objective of this requirement while still acknowledging the diverse conditions along the water’s
edge.
Response: The intent of the waterfront promenade is to integrate areas that are intended
“primarily for pedestrians”, but also can accommodate other users. The specified 8-foot width
represents a minimum safe and comfortable width for all users of the promenade – including
bicycles and strollers, for example – in addition to side-by-side pedestrians.
Comment PE9: Page 34: Would the City please clarify apparent discrepancies between footnotes
and map tiles? Note 4 references 6 story height restriction, as shown on DOZ Standards Map in
Section 175.08, but that map only shows hatching for along Main Street as a 4-story maximum,
no 6-story area is shown in the legend or map. We suggest adding the 6-story indication to the
legend and map if it is intended or modifying note 4 if it is not.
Response: Allowed stories are indicated in Table 175.11B(2). Development Standards, and
175.11B(3). Table of Community Benefit Bonuses.
The 6-story hatched area is a special restriction within the explicitly indicated zone, and not
intended to show the allowed number of stories. The 4-story restriction in the Proposed DO-7
Zone is along Main Street and within the Waterfront Activation Area. The graphic representation
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of the 4-story height restriction within the Waterfront Activation Area was not possible since the
build-to line within Waterfront Activation Area will be set based on site specific conditions during
site plan review.
Buffers and Waterfront Activation Area
Comment DN15: There seems to be a pattern in the SDGEIS and of the City’s representatives
suggesting that there are more protections for the actual waterfront areas within the DOZ-7 than
there actually appear to be. The City suggests that the required 30-foot-wide Promenade area in
the DOZ-7 is a “ buffer,” and while it does require landscaping with native plants, it also requires
the minimum 8-foot-wide pedestrian path and allows for “furnishings, and programmed activities
and recreation areas.” So, it appears that there are minimum requirements in this “buffer” for
unplanted areas, but no minimum requirements for planted areas. At the very least it would seem
there should also be minimum requirements established for planted areas.
Response: As with the other districts already established in the Existing DOZ, the proposed Code
amendments provide a form-based structure for the Proposed DO-7 Zone, which allows flexibility
to encourage creativity to encourage the design to be tailored to the specific circumstances of the
given location, including within the 30-foot-wide Promenade area. Therefore, while the proposed
Code amendments specify certain requirements to guide design – such as the use of native plant
species, consistent with the sensitive environmental nature of the waterfront area in the Proposed
DO-7 Zone – it is not the intent to pre-design the details of future site plans. This is consistent
with the manner in which the site plan review process is conducted as a general matter in the City
pursuant to Article XIII of the Zoning Code.
Comments DN16, DN17, PH3, PH43, PH13, PH16
Comment DN16: The Waterfront Activation Area is often described as promoting the public’s
enjoyment of the waterfront with paths and recreational areas, without mentioning that it
also allows roads, parking, restaurants and 4 story buildings.
Comment DN17: There also appear to be no real limits on hardscape/building coverage in this
area, or minimum planting areas. The Build-To Line (essentially the buildings setback line,
though with an expectation that there will be buildings along it) for the waterfront in the DOZ7 is as yet undetermined (other than being somewhere within the Waterfront Activation
Area), and the draft zoning states that it will be determined by the Planning Board at the time
applications are submitted. Other than the required 30-foot-wide Promenade area along the
waterfront, what assurances are there that the waterfront Build-To Line will not be set as
close as possible to the waterfront?
Comment PH3: Secondly, green space and setbacks; we want to ensure that there is an appropriate
natural buffer between the waterfront and any development. We would be more comfortable for
instance with an increase setback for building to the waterfront say from 30 feet to 100 feet.
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Comments PH13: It is important, and we hope that open spaces include real public passive access
to the waterfront and not just building and roads.
Comment PH16: The issues are that while we have been wonderful at the number of units and
vertical development, I believe that we have lagged behind and have not addressed adequately
horizontal development such as green space and contiguous green space. There seems to be a
great need.
Comment PH43: One is that there is no reason for cars to be anywhere near the water and
there's no reason for any hard roads to be down by the water. There should be an entryway
parking on Main Street, underground garage if possible, and everything after that should be
walking and the waterfront should be a hundred foot slot with nothing but benches, grass,
trees and people can encounter nature. They can see with their own eyes without a lot of the
fuss and noise.
Response DN16, DN17, PH3, PH13, PH16, PH43:
Similar to other DOZ’s Civic Spaces, to qualify for Community Benefit Bonuses, the minimum
specific requirements will be determined during site plan review and approved by the Planning
Board as recommended by the Commissioner of Development. See response to comments PH-41
and DN 21 above comments DN18, DN19, DN21 below.
Comments DN18, DN19, DN21:
Comment DN18: The requirements and restrictions for the Waterfront Activation Area also
seem somewhat at odds with the City’s existing Wetlands Setback rules (331-19), which, for
areas not already bullheaded, include a 75ft wide buffer area requirement, which allows
water dependent facilities, boardwalks and promenades, but which states that “No building
or structure or parking lot or parking space shall be constructed ...”
Comment DN19: At one meeting with representatives of the City, it was suggested that the
NYSDEC would have wetlands Adjacent Area jurisdiction over a 300 foot area landward of the
shoreline, while the City’s own figure 3.5-7 shows (much more correctly) that the NYSDEC
jurisdiction limit is expected to end at the existing bulkheads (mainly along the former
concrete plant property) or the 10 foot contour line, never coming anywhere close to a
situation where the NYSDEC’s 300 foot rule would apply.
This all makes it extremely difficult to know what really is and is not allowed by the proposed
DOZ-7 rules along the waterfront, and just how much protection is afforded the adjacent
neighbors and, more importantly, the environment.
Comment DN27: Waterfront Buffer & Waterfront Activation Area Suggestions:
• Require a “Waterfront Buffer,” versus a Promenade, Walkway or other term, for the entire
length of shoreline within the DOZ-7 with the buffer area required to:
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o be a minimum of 100ft wide for areas south of a 250ft offset from Main Street;
o be a minimum of 30ft wide for areas within a 250ft offset from Main Street;
o be a green passive recreation area with not more than 15% in 100ft wide buffers or
25% in 30ft wide buffers for pedestrian paths, including to water access for fishing,
kayaking, etc.;
o have a minimum of 85% of the area in 100ft wide buffers planted, or 75% in 30ft
wide buffers, with the plantings required to be native plants, grasses, shrubs and
trees;
o prohibit impervious surfaces, roads, parking, buildings, and all non-water
dependent structures;
o only allow path down-lighting not exceeding 4ft in height.
•

The Waterfront Activation Area would then extend an additional 150ft landward of
the 100ft wide “no build” Waterfront Buffer, and 50ft landward of the 30ft wide
no build Waterfront Buffer.

This would certainly be consistent with the NYS Department of State’s Coastal Zone Management
Program as well as the NYSDEC Tidal Wetlands Program.
Response DN18, DN19, DN21:
The existing conditions along the waterfront with the Proposed DO-7 Zone are variable, as are the
applicable wetland regulations. The proposed zoning amendments would not supersede the
wetland setback requirements specified in in §331-19 of the City Zoning Code or the applicable
NYSDEC Tidal Wetland Regulations (6 NYCRR §661), which provide a complex definition of the
“adjacent area” which is subject to NYSDEC regulation, as follows:
(1) Adjacent area shall mean any land immediately adjacent to a tidal wetland within
whichever of the following limits is closest to the most landward tidal wetland
boundary, as such most landward tidal wetlands boundary is shown on an inventory
map (see explanatory figures 1-6):(i) 300 feet landward of said most landward
boundary of a tidal wetland, provided, however, that within the boundaries of the City
of New York this distance shall be 150 feet (see figure 1);
(i) 300 feet landward of said most landward boundary of a tidal wetland, provided,
however, that within the boundaries of the City of New York this distance shall be
150 feet (see figure 1); or
(ii) to the seaward edge of the closest lawfully and presently existing (i.e., as of August
20, 1977), functional and substantial fabricated structure (including, but not limited
to, paved streets and highways, railroads, bulkheads and sea walls, and rip-rap
walls) which lies generally parallel to said most tidal wetland landward boundary
and which is a minimum of 100 feet in length as measured generally parallel to such
most landward boundary, but not including individual buildings (see figure 2); or
(iii) to the elevation contour of 10 feet above mean sea level, except when such contour
crosses the seaward face of a bluff or cliff, or crosses a hill on which the slope equals
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or exceeds the natural angle of repose of the soil, then to the topographic crest of
such bluff, cliff, or hill (see figures 3 and 4). Pending the determination by the
commissioner in a particular case, the most recent, as of the effective date of this
Part, topographical maps published by the United States geological survey,
Department of the Interior, having a scale of 1:24,000, shall be rebuttable
presumptive evidence of such 10 foot elevation.
(2) Adjacent area shall not include any area lying landward of an imaginary line drawn
between the seaward edges of two existing (i.e., as of August 20, 1977) substantial
fabricated structures which constitute the landward limit of an adjacent area, as
provided in subparagraph (ii) of this subdivision, where the area landward of such
imaginary line does not have located thereon any such fabricated structures and where
such imaginary line is less than 100 feet in length, as measured generally parallel to the
most landward limit of the tidal wetland involved (see figure 5).
(3) Where land lies within the boundaries of an adjacent area described by subparagraph
(i) or subparagraph (iii) of this subdivision but appears to be excluded from an adjacent
area by subparagraph (ii) of this subdivision or paragraph (2) of this subdivision, such
land shall be deemed to be part of an adjacent area (see figure 6). Provided, however,
that in such instances of overlap between the various provisions of this subdivision the
regional permit administrator may in his discretion determine that said land is not an
adjacent area for the purposes of this Part if factors are present which in his opinion
justify treating such land as non-adjacent area in light of the provisions in
subparagraph (ii) or paragraph (2) of this subdivision.(4) The construction of a new
substantial man-made structure described in subparagraph (ii) of this subdivision after
August 20, 1977 shall not be deemed to limit the extent of an adjacent
area.(5) Adjacent area shall also include any extended adjacent area identified during
the moratorium period, as established by section 25-0202 of the Act, pursuant to the
provisions of subdivision (c) of section 660.1 of this Title.
The determination as to whether a given action is located in the Tidal Wetlands adjacent area is,
therefore, subject to regulation by NYSDEC on site-specific and project-specific basis, upon
application from a project sponsor. A request for jurisdictional determination may also be
submitted to NYSDEC if it is believed that the given action is not subject to the Tidal Wetland
regulations; this submission generally must include the same documentation as is required for a
permit application.
As described in detail in Section 3.6 of the SDGEIS, state tidal wetlands and federally-regulated
wetlands are located within and proximate to the Proposed DO-7 Zone. These areas would be
subject to wetland permitting requirements of the City, NYSDEC and/or the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE). Any new development within the NYSDEC-regulated adjacent areas,
inclusive of new buildings and roadways, will be subject to mitigation requirements, which may
include, but are not limited to wetland creation, wetland restoration invasive species removal,
improvements to existing drainage systems which currently contribute to poor water quality.
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One of the goals of the Proposed DO-7 Zone is to reestablish wetland and wetland transition plants
to an area of shoreline that currently has none. Innovative shoreline revitalization measures are
encouraged in the Proposed DO-7 Zone, such as the installation of a living shoreline to replace
deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions with a natural transition from the proposed
development to the water where possible. New structures and improvements will require
mitigative design elements, such as pervious pavement, stormwater management, buffering and
landscaping as part of site plan and design review, both with the City and NYSDEC. Overall, through
design and mitigation, it is expected that a net neutral or beneficial outcome will be realized with
respect to ecology as redevelopment occurs.
Universal Design
Comment NV8: The Westchester County Planning Commission encourages the City to consider the
principles of universal design as the development standards and form-based aspects of the code
are amended. Universal design standards allow all residents and visitors to fully engage in our
public spaces. Universal design is also an important means of allowing households to age in place
as well as to allow for persons with mobility issues to visit. Information on universal design can be
found at: https://www.section508.gov/blog/Universal-Design-What-is-it
Response: The City of New Rochelle is at the forefront of public policy for inclusiveness, and fully
supports the concept of design to allow all residents and visitors to fully engage in the new public
spaces to be created under the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
City-Owned Properties
Comments DN25, DN39:
Comment DN25: The DOZ-7 language in part refers to special zoning provisions for “City
Owned Properties.” It is unclear if that means the special zoning provisions only apply if the
City retains ownership of the parcels, thus using the special provisions, or, if sold by the City,
would the parcels retain the special provisions since they were City owned at the time the
zoning was implemented?
Comment DN39: The more restrictive requirements under the proposed DOZ language applying to
City owned properties shall carry forth for all such properties under ownership by the City at the
time of the review and adoption of the proposed 2021 DOZ amendments, regardless of whether
ownership of such properties is subsequently sold or otherwise transferred to non-City entities.
Furthermore, any properties within the DOZ that come to be owned by the City subsequent to the
review and adoption of the proposed 2021 DOZ amendments shall be treated and subject to the
DOZ’s special requirements for City owned properties as though they were City owned properties
at the time of review and adoption of the proposed 2021 DOZ amendments.
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Response: The City-owned properties identified in the SDGEIS will retain all provisions
associated with them in the proposed zoning legislation regardless of any future changes in
ownership.
3.2

Land Use

General Land Use Comments
Comment DN1: It is appreciated that all zoning changes are balancing acts of different uses,
perspectives, desires and concerns. Nearby residents recognize and support the redevelopment of
the current DWP, Armory and surrounding parcels in a prudent, environmentally enhancing and
cost-effective manner, while retaining, enhancing and without diminishing the character of the
surrounding neighborhoods and quality of life issues.
Response: The proposed zoning revisions, as is the case with the current DOZ Code, are
specifically crafted to ensure that an appropriate balance is achieved during the site plan review
process between the goals of economic revitalization and environmental protection, consistent
with the statement in this comment.
Comment PH44: Further up away from the waterfront you can have restaurants that are low key
and consistent with a neighborhood. You can have interesting shops. You can have housing but
not in the order of magnitude that I've heard contemplated for this area.
Response: Every development proposal submitted pursuant to the 2021 DOZ Amendments will
be subject to site-specific analysis during site plan review. This will include, as necessary,
additional detailed studies to assess relevant site conditions (e.g., visual/aesthetic resources, solar
shadows, cultural resources, traffic, noise, etc.), both in terms of anticipated impacts and
mitigation to address any such impacts. Each development proposal will be reviewed during the
site plan review process for consistency with all applicable laws and City Code requirements. The
site plan review process includes opportunities for public input, including a public hearing by the
Planning Board before a decision is made. This process will help to ensure that the development
that ultimately occurs in the Proposed DO-7 Zone is appropriate to the site-specific setting.
Comment PH64, PH65, PH66:
Comment PH64: I looked at the presentation here in your documents. Basically what we are doing
is what I can see what amounts to a 60 or more percent reduction in what was originally proposed
to this community in office space. We were sold this. Markets changed, in what, five years. Okay.
Comment PH65: Well, I guess our planners are not too slick. I'm looking at your DOZ 21 amendment
talking about a half a million square foot reduction in retail space, more than a million square foot
reduction in office non-commercial, but a 30 something percent increase in residential. Is that what
it's about.
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Comment PH66: So, we are going to be turning into a bedroom community downtown and putting
up walls and office for Twining.
Response: The currently adopted Theoretical Development Scenario, as presented and analyzed
in the SDGEIS, reflects a continuing trend in adjustments to the anticipated build-out scenario in
the DOZ based on evolving market conditions affecting development trends in the region and on
a broader geographic scale, not just in the City of New Rochelle. A series of TDS amendments
were undertaken in follow up to the approval of the original DOZ in 2015 (which presented the
original 2015 TDS), including amendments in September 2016, December 2017, and March, July
and September 2019. As outlined in Section 2.1 of the SDGEIS, the City is seeking to continue
economic growth, while remaining flexible to address changes in market demands in response to
more rapid fluctuations in the real estate market prompted by the Covid-19 pandemic (which had
a more pronounced effect on certain segments of the market, especially the demand for new
office space which is highlighted in these comments). The flexibility of the Downtown Overlay
Zone gives the City the opportunity to react to the changing markets and resident life choices
immediately. The City is proposing updates to the DO Zones to continue to foster economic
development in the downtown, reflecting the changing market demands and necessary design
considerations given lessons learned from the current pandemic.
Comment KL4: Provide support for existing retail and for filling new retail space throughout the
new buildings of the overlay zones within the NRBID.
Response: Although the City is proposing to reduce the square footage of commercial uses
originally contemplated by the 2015 TDS, the refined Theoretical Development Scenario still
contemplates approximately 1.776 million SF of retail, restaurant and office uses. The CBB
program would be revised under the Proposed Action to include additional contribution options,
including potential prioritization of community-driven business incubator spaces, youth
development and Minority/Women Owned Business Enterprise (MWBE) programs and aid to
existing business and communities financially impacted by COVID-19. The City is committed to
developing a program to provide job training, job placement services and residential and business
relocation assistance for properties developed under the DOZ.
Comment DN34: Require addressing the issue of the filled formerly underwater NYS land areas,
including options of a lease, easement or outright purchase from NYS through the NYS Office of
General Services.
Response: The Proposed Action involves the adoption of zoning amendments to the Existing DOZ,
including expansion of the Existing DOZ to include the new Proposed DO-7 Zone and regulations
pertaining to the specific characteristics of this area. The Proposed Action does not entail any
actual development. The development scenario presented in the SDGEIS is a reasonable,
hypothetical build-out concept for the purposes of the SEQR analysis in the SDGEIS, to assess
anticipated impacts that may result from the proposed zoning revisions and identify necessary
mitigation. Site-specific and project-specific details, including all necessary approvals for the
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development of formerly filled underwater lands, will be resolved during the subsequent site plan
review phase in consideration of actual development proposals, which will dictate the particulars
of involvement by New York State and any other agencies as applicable.
However, it is noted that in August 2021, the City of New Rochelle submitted a notice of intention
to the NYS Office of General Services requesting the transfer of the formerly filled NYS underwater
lands (referenced in the comment above) to the City for future use as public parkland. The City
would retain ownership of these lands if the request is granted.
Affordable Housing
Comment NV2: The Westchester County Planning Commission notes that the submitted materials
indicate that the provision of additional affordable [housing] affirmatively furthering fair housing
(AFFH) units (above that which is already required) within new developments will no longer be
included as a means for developers to receive height bonuses. Instead, developers would be able
to contribute to eligible down payment assistance programs to receive this bonus. While we concur
that down payment assistance programs are a viable community benefit, the provision of
additional affordable housing should not be removed from the list of eligible community benefits.
Response: Residential development projects in the Existing DOZ, including the expanded area of
the Proposed DO-7 Zone, will remain subject to the requirements of the City’s affordable housing
policies, as set forth in Article XIX (§331-152) of the Zoning Code. These policies were updated in
April 2021 to eliminate the ability to provide affordable units off-site. As this is now a
requirement, the available height bonus in the proposed DOZ amendments for additional on-site
affordable housing is proposed to be exchanged for a provision allowing a height bonus in
exchange for a contribution by the developer to eligible federal, state or local down payment
assistance programs at a value in accordance with the Community Benefit Fund.
Comment NV3: While the DOZ has been successful in redeveloping the downtown and increasing
the population and economic vitality of the City, the Westchester County Planning Commission has
some concerns regarding displacement and the allocation of affordable housing. As we have stated
in previous letters, the County Planning Board is against provisions permitting the off-site location
of required affordable housing when new development is constructed. We advise the City to
remove this provision from the affordable housing section of the Code and include a means to
alleviate displacement.
Response: The provision of the Zoning Code allowing for off-site affordable housing in the Overall
DOZ has been deleted. Any residual statements in the Code to the contrary will be deleted as part
of a code “cleanup,” which is a common practice by municipalities to correct omissions, oversights
and inconsistencies after substantive code revisions. The City agrees with the County’s intent to
provide maximum inclusion of the affordable housing stock into the developments and will
continue to work with developers to best achieve that goal.
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The Zoning Code, at §331-152.E, contains provisions for compensation for the demolition of
buildings containing affordable housing. However, only the Proposed DO-7 Zone would be added
to the Existing DOZ under the Proposed Action (the original DOZ area was established in DO-1
through DO-6 in 2015), the redevelopment of which would not affect any existing affordable
housing units.
Comment NV4: The Westchester County Planning Commission also encourages the City to review
how developers are implementing the existing affordable housing units to ensure that the total
housing cost to tenants is, in fact, affordable. We have seen developers adding parking and
amenities fees that add up to several hundred dollars each month – putting housing costs with the
right to use the building amenities, out of reach for many lower income households.
Response: The City will review this issue; and, as necessary to ensure that the intent of its
affordable housing policies is properly advanced in practice, will evaluate options for suitable
enhancements so that total costs to tenets are within the set affordability ranges.
3.3

Consistency with Adopted Plans and Policies

Comment NV1: The proposed amendments are generally consistent with the County Planning
Board’s long-range planning policies set forth in “Westchester 2025—Context for County and
Municipal Planning and Policies to Guide County Planning,” adopted by the Board on May 6, 2008,
amended January 5, 2010, and its recommended strategies set forth in “Patterns for Westchester:
The Land and the People,” adopted December 5, 1995. We commend the City for recognizing the
need to adapt the DOZ as demand is determined, and for establishing a strong mixed-use focus for
this transit rich center. We appreciate that the proposed amendments establish a measured
approach to recognizing the possible effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on land use and social
practices. While we believe the shock that the pandemic affected upon dense, transit-rich
downtowns will eventually abate, we do agree that some development patterns may be
fundamentally altered. We commend the City for including a discussion of these factors within the
updated Recommended Action Plan, and for establishing a dialog on how to account for possible
future changes.
Response: Comment acknowledged. The City recognizes the importance of continually monitoring
conditions and adapting to change. The City does this through research, tracking evolving
circumstances and public issues and concerns, and undertaking periodic updates to City plans and
policies to ensure ongoing consistency with regional plans and other relevant guidelines.
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3.4

Traffic, Public Transportation, Parking

Traffic
Comments DN12, PH9, PH40:
Comment DN12: In terms of quality of life issues the overlay zoning would adversely affect all of
the surrounding neighborhoods as well as the main artery of through traffic (US- I). The
intersections in this area have been studied by the City and reports from AKRF Inc. show that the
three main intersections (Main Street and Echo Ave, Huguenot Street and River Street, and Main
Street and Stephenson Blvd) are 3 of the worst intersections in the City and are at the lowest failed
rating for intersection safety = LOS (Level of Service) F per the NYS ratings. While there are
exceptions, the NYS Highway Design Manual suggests that new urban development and areas
should not have a LOS rating less than D (HDM 5.2.3.4). In section 3.4 of the SDGEIS it is suggested
that there is little that New Rochelle would likely do to mitigate the existing traffic conditions in
this area. So, it would seem that in an area with 3 intersections two levels below the recommend
lowest LOS, adding 700 more residences and numerous retail and restaurant businesses without
mitigation measures would compound the traffic problems and significantly compromise the
intended development and surrounding neighborhoods.
Comment PH9: My concerns regarding the proposed DO7 are increased traffic generated by these
potential uses. East Main Street, Huguenot and Echo are already identified in the traffic study as
being service levels that are below par. Heights, additional allowed heights either directly or
through the grant of bonuses only brings more density, traffic and parking issues.
Comment PH40: This is an area where you have traffic problems. Your traffic consultant, AKRF,
that's already said that traffic in that area in the intersections are failing and that there's not much
the city can do and creating this much density increase can only create problems. We want to be
very proactive.
Response DN12, PH9, PH40:
The intersection analyses presented in Table 13 of the Traffic Study (Appendix H of the SDGEIS)
represent a more intensive development threshold than what is currently being proposed. A
comparison of the vehicle trips generated by the Overall DOZ (DO-1 through DO-7) analyzed in
the traffic study versus the updated 2021 development scenario is presented in Table 17 of the
Traffic Study. This comparison indicates the traffic study analyzed a development scenario that
would generate approximately 920 and 1,590 more vehicle trips in the AM and PM peak hours,
respectively, compared to the currently proposed development scenario. Therefore, the
intersection operations presented in Table 13 would represent a conservative assessment that
overestimates vehicle delay and it is anticipated that the intersections would operate with lower
delay than what is presented. Furthermore, as also discussed in the Traffic Study (and Section
3.4.4 of the SDGEIS), the City has received a grant to upgrade the existing signal system to an
actuated-coordinated system, which would enable the intersections to better accommodate
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traffic by optimizing the amount of green time allocated to each intersection approach and would
be expected to improve the LOS in the Study Area.
As specified in Chapter 6 of the SDGEIS (Future Actions), supplemental, detailed traffic studies
may be required by the Planning Board as part of the site plan review process, which would more
specifically identify project-related impacts and could identify additional, site-specific mitigation
measures. The site plan review process will provide additional opportunity for public input
targeted to specific development applications, rather than general concepts and a Theoretical
Development Scenario which was the basis of the analysis in the SDGEIS’s Traffic Study. This
process for each such application will include a public hearing before the Planning Board.
Comment DN13: It is also known that the City is considering a suggestion of making the one-way
portions of Main Street and Huguenot Street to be two ways to improve traffic flow in the current
downtown areas. However, this would have the then two-way roads converge in the middle of the
DOZ-7, likely further exacerbating an already failed traffic rating area.
Response: The Traffic Study did incorporate the two-way downtown system in the No Build and
Build traffic analysis. As presented in Table 13 of the Traffic Study, the overall Main
Street/Huguenot Street intersection would operate at an acceptable LOS C condition under the
Build scenario. Table 13 also shows that the westbound through movement would deteriorate to
LOS E condition with development under the Theoretical Development Scenario in the Overall
DOZ; however, as discussed in the response to comments DN12, PH9, PH40 above, it should also
be noted that the intersection analysis presented in Table 13 represents a more intensive
development threshold than what is currently being proposed. A comparison of the vehicle trips
generated by build-out in the overall DOZ as analyzed in the Traffic Study versus the updated 2021
TDS is presented in Table 17. The comparison in this table indicates that the Traffic Study analyzed
a development scenario that would generate approximately 920 and 1,590 more vehicle trips in
the AM and PM peak hours, respectively, compared to the currently proposed development
scenario. Therefore, the intersection operations presented in Table 13 would represent a
conservative assessment of intersection operations that overestimates the vehicle delay.
Comments DN29, DN30:
Traffic Suggestions:
• Traffic Mitigation between the three LOS F intersections.
o One option might be widening Main Street one lane for the length of the DOZ-7
zone, or at least for the length of the properties expected to comprise the
hypothetical Pratt Landing development, thereby allowing the creation of a left turn
lane onto Stephenson Boulevard, an expanded U-turn area, and continued parallel
parking and two thru lanes of traffic going east, and the addition of a left turn lane
into the expected new extension of the hypothetical Pratt Street (into Pratt Landing)
for trafficheaded west.
o Additional Traffic Mitigation methods should be explored to bring the LOS up to at
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least a Das recommended per the NYS HDM 5.2.3.4.
Response DN29, DN30:
Additional mitigation measures, such as roadway widenings, addition of turn lanes, improved
signal systems, and travel demand management strategies, could be explored during site-specific
applications and associated detailed traffic impact studies discussed in the responses to
comments DN12 and DN13. Unlike the Overall DOZ study presented in the SDGEIS which assumes
general traffic increases throughout the study area, the site-specific analyses during site plan
review would include detailed traffic assignments and turning movements associated with an
actual development proposal, which would assist in identifying specific, additional measures to
improve traffic operations on a project-specific basis.
Comment PH30: And lastly, I just come here to really advocate for my neighbors, myself and my
neighbors, on Stephenson Boulevard because I know we will be a main thoroughfare to any
potential new development taking place at the waterfront and the block itself has always had
issues with traffic and speeding. A dog was recently hit on our block not too long ago. I just want
that to be taken into consideration.
Response: As noted previously, each individual application submitted for development in the
Proposed DO-7 Zone in the future will be required to undergo site plan review, which will provide
the opportunity for further public participation, including a public hearing before the Planning
Board. This process will be targeted to specific development projects, rather than general
concepts and a Theoretical Development Scenario which was the basis of the analysis in the
SDGEIS’s Traffic Study. At that time, additional measures, such as traffic calming strategies to
discourage speeding and cut-through traffic, could be explored during detailed, project-specific
traffic impact studies.
Public Transportation, Alternative Transportation, Multimodal Transportation
Comments KL7, KL11: Reinforce and develop pedestrian and vehicular routes with the New
Rochelle Public Library main location and New Roc City, which are both in the New Rochelle’s
Downtown Business Improvement District (NRBID) as desirable connectors and centerpiece areas
of a fully fluid and integrated Downtown zone that is focused on transit-oriented appeal.
How will the City rethink routes, uses, and connections with the New Rochelle Public Library main
location and New Roc City located in the NRBID? These are mainstay features of New Rochelle’s
Downtown that are very much connected to the vision of transit-oriented development, the
walkability of the City and the Train Station/Transit Hub.
Response KL7, KL11: The City is constantly evaluating measures to enhance non-motorized
transportation options including a bike and scooter share program, as well as implementing a free
downtown shuttle (NRCircuit) and planning The LINC (a new, open public space proposed for
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Memorial Highway that will connect the Lincoln Avenue Corridor neighborhood to services in the
City’s Downtown).
Parking
Comment DN14: In addition to traffic there is concern regarding parking. The proposed DOZ-7
allows greatly increased density compared to the existing zoning while reducing the parking
requirements. Parking in and in areas adjacent to the DOZ has already become a major problem,
in part because people often don’t appear to park “downtown” or in the big new buildings due to
the costs, but instead park in the surrounding neighborhoods where it is free. For the DOZ-7 in
particular, it can reasonably be expected that the additional high-density development that is to
be allowed would push cars into the surrounding single- and two-family neighborhoods that
already have limited parking. How is the City going to going to: a) fix the present problems; and b)
prevent the problems from being exacerbated in adjacent neighborhoods with the increased
allowed densities, particularly in and adjacent to the DOZ-7 overlay zone?
Response: The SDGEIS Traffic Study (Appendix H) notes that development in the Overall DOZ,
including the Proposed DO-7 Zone, is anticipated to promote walking, biking, and transit given the
proximity to complementary land uses and available transit facilities, which could result in vehicles
parking once to access multiple land uses as opposed to driving and parking multiple times. It is
further indicated that specific parking standards have been established for the Central Parking
Area (CPA), whose boundaries coincide with the Existing DOZ; the required parking for
development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone will have to conform to these standards.
It is also noted that the City has completed a Downtown Parking Study to address existing parking
deficiencies and identify improvement measures to address future parking demand. The findings
of that study were presented to the City Council on May 11, 2021, and include identifying the offstreet parking spaces being provided by future developments, opportunities to provide new onstreet parking spaces in the downtown area, and recommendations for changes in parking
regulations. The findings and recommendations of that study will be given due consideration in
the review of future site plan applications for development in the Overall DOZ.
Comments DN31, DN32:
Parking suggestions:
• Parking ratio for residential units of 1:1 to be changed to a minimum of 1:1.5 to match
what is required under the existing zoning, and to help prevent parking encroachment
from DOZ-7 developments into adjacent residential neighborhoods.
• In order to keep the expected increases in car parking associated with allowed DOZ-7
developments within the respective developments, require that residents, hotel guests
andworkers within the developments have access to free parking on site.
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Response DN31, DN32:
The residential 1:1 parking ratio reflects recent trends in parking demand in downtown, transitoriented environments that provide access and facilities for transit, walking, and biking, and
already has been applied to the Existing DOZ (DO-1 through DO-6). In addition, similar ratios have
been adopted by nearby urban areas, including City of Yonkers, City of White Plains, and the
Village of Port Chester.
The Proposed Action calls for the parking standards that have been adopted for the Existing DOZ
to be applied to the Proposed DO-7 Zone. Additional travel demand management strategies for
parking accommodations could be explored during site plan review, which will consider sitespecific and project-specific circumstances. This future review process will include the
opportunity for further public input, including a public hearing before the Planning Board, at which
time parking considerations, as well as other topics of interest, can be examined in further detail.
Comment PH8: My concerns regarding the proposed DO7 are parking, a real issue in this very
dense area of the city. Any zoning to this area must provide specific parking to accommodate the
numerous acceptable uses identified in DO7.
Response: The off-street parking requirements for the Proposed DO-7 Zone are presented in
Table 14 of the traffic study and is anticipated to accommodate parking demand for the
acceptable land uses on site. See further discussion in Response DN14, DN31 and DN32, above.
Access and Walkability
Comment NV6: The Westchester County Planning Commission commends the city for including
regulations to create a promenade along the waterfront. This new pedestrian connection would
establish a secondary means for visitors to access Five Islands Park, as well as create a unique
feature for downtown New Rochelle. We note that the refurbishment of the armory building into
an events/performance center could act as a catalyst alongside the proposed promenade to
convert the area into a new center of activity.
Response: Comment acknowledged. The waterfront promenade will provide public access to the
waterfront, increase pedestrian connections to key destinations, create a unique outdoor social
and recreational amenity, enhance the appearance of the waterfront, and create a center of
interest and activity for use and enjoyment by the public.
Comments NV7, KL3, KL6:
While the properties within the DO-7 zone are located within the 15-minute walkability radius from
the center of downtown, we note that current and proposed automobile-oriented uses along Main
Street and Huguenot Street separate the DO-7 zone area from the rest of the downtown.
Pedestrian-oriented connection between the future waterfront hub and the commercial and
transit centers is of utmost importance in order for the recommended action plan to be fully
realized. We recommend that the City fully guide the development of this transition area towards
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pedestrian oriented development and avoid additional drive-through and other automobiledependent uses.
Support for strong pedestrian and vehicular linkages between the proposed Waterfront Overlay
District, upper and lower Main Street within the NRBID and beyond. NOTE: While the presentation
of the plan shows linkages to lower Main Street, it is important that the entire pedestrian and
vehicular system be addressed. We do observe that the plan continues to show two-way vehicular
traffic on Main Street and Huguenot Street, which remains desirable.
Create linkages between the Waterfront Overlay Zone, the NRBID, and the Train Station/ Transit
Hub that emphasize that the New Rochelle Public Library main location sits at the heart of this
network and remains an important resource and attraction for the Community.
Response NV7, KL3, KL6: Consistent with the suggestions offered in these comments, the
Proposed Action, among other important goals, seeks to create a safe, walkable, economically
vibrant and sustainable Downtown. Enhanced streetscapes and storefronts and improved
pedestrian access and connectivity to apartments, workplaces, goods and services, public spaces,
and transit facilities, as would be accomplished under the proposed zoning revisions, is essential
toward advancing these goals. Additionally, the type of dense transit-oriented downtowns that
are pedestrian-friendly, which would also be promoted in the Proposed DO-7 Zone, can also help
to reduce traffic, parking demands, and auto-related air quality impacts.
Docking Facilities
Comment DN24, DN35:
Comment DN24: Most of the DOZ-7 parcels have tidal waters adjacent to the upland properties.
However, much of the waterfront area is without water at low tides, and in areas where there is
water at low tides, the depths appear to be quite limited and confined to relatively narrow ribbons
within the surrounding mudflats. Any proposed docking facilities must be undertaken in a manner
that would not restrict use of the very limited existing navigable fairways at low tide. It should
also be noted that the NYSDEC and other agencies currently require that there be a minimum of 2
feet of water at Mean Lower Low Water in order to place a new floating docking facility. This would
not appear to be possible based on the existing conditions without dredging. If floats were to be
placed on stops, or even if the boating access is by carry-down ramp only, boaters may well find
themselves unable to return to shore. These issues do not appear to be addressed in the DOZ-7
documentation and associated SDGEIS for the 2021 Downtown Overlay.
Comment DN35: In the event that docking facilities are allowed, there should be a provision that
prohibits the restricting of navigation in the area, including at low tides.
Response DN24, DN35: The Proposed Action involves zoning revisions, including expansion of the
Existing DOZ to include the Waterfront Overlay District. Although the SDGEIS discusses a
development scenario, this is a theoretical build-out for the purposes of the SEQR analysis of
environmental impacts, and is not a development proposal. Accordingly, site-specific design
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details, such as docking structures and similar features, are not germane to the decision-making
process for the Proposed Action. Instead, these issues will be addressed during the review and
approval process which subsequently will be required for each individual site plan application.
The future site plan approval process will include the review of any proposed water-side features,
such as docking structures. Such facilities also would be subject to regulatory review by NYSDEC
under the State Tidal Wetlands program, as well as the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) and New York State Department of State (NYSDOS) for regulated actions within navigable
waters of the United States. New development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone that extends into
NYSDEC and/or USACE-regulated areas may prompt requirements for mitigation from these
agencies. Any such mitigation will be required to be implemented as part of the redevelopment
of this area.
3.5

Community and Neighborhood Character/Quality of Life

Noise
Comments BS6, BS7, DN22, DN37, PH5, PH32:
Comment DN22: As proposed, the DOZ-7 zoning would allow for commercial development restaurants and other retail down to within 30ft of the water. The water acts as a transmitter of
sound over the water, turning a relatively quiet and passive area potentially into an extremely loud
area with the busy and noisy activities allowed in the zoning, which will adversely affect the
existing residential neighborhoods, particularly those waterside of the project in the early and late
evenings into the early mornings. In the SDGEIS it has been assumed the HVAC system will be the
largest noise producers, but that is unlikely given the allowance for outdoor dining and event
spaces, as well as roads and parking along the waterfront. This approach in other sound shore
communities has led to ongoing battles between adjacent residential neighborhoods and
commercial operations.
Comment BS6: Restaurants and other amenities must be appropriately designed to ensure a quiet,
beautiful waterfront experience.
Comment BS7: Quiet is particularly appropriate in the evening, given the proximity of low-density
neighborhoods.
Comment DN37: Due to the environmental sensitivity of the area as well as proximity of
residential neighborhoods, the proposed DOZ-7 zone should have greater restrictions than
elsewhere in the City on noise generating activities, including outdoor bars, dining and events,
for areas more than 250ft south from Main Street.
Comment PH5: We’re mainly concerned about the potential noise. So, we would like the City
Council to consider any additional protections within DO7 that could be added to reduce noise.
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That would be appreciated. Whether that’s limits on bars, limits on square foot for restaurants
that are retail or limits on outdoor music or any other mechanisms that are available we would
appreciate if you would consider.
Comment PH 32: Like some of my neighbors here I'm quite close to the DO7, DOZ 7 overlay zone.
I'm here to speak about that. In fact, my house sits across, a lot away from the proposed residential
area and of course like some other people here and particular I'm worried about noise from that
residential zoning.
Response BS6, BS7, DN22, DN37, PH5, PH32: All activity, including construction and operation,
within the Existing DOZ (including the existing DO-1 through DO-6 Zones, as well as the Proposed
DO-7 Zone) must comply with Chapter 213 of the City Code. The need for site-specific and projectspecific noise assessment will be identified during site plan review throughout the DOZ whenever
projects are proposed in areas with high ambient noise levels (i.e., in proximity to I-95, the MetroNorth/Amtrak train line, or other highly trafficked thoroughfares). Additionally, the need for
detailed noise assessments to determine project-specific compliance with Chapter 213 and other
applicable standards will be identified during site plan review based on the land use setting of
proposed uses – including whether outdoor dining or similar outdoor activities are proposed along
the waterfront or other locations that are exposed to neighboring residential uses – with
mitigation identified as required if significant impacts are identified. It is noted that site plan
review will include the opportunity for further public input, including a public hearing before the
Planning Board, at which time noise considerations, as well as other topics of interest, can be
examined in further detail.
Comment DN36: The proposed DOZ-7 zone should have restrictions on the use of rooftops,
including but not limited to the prohibitions of outdoor rooftop bars, restaurants and similar
noise generating activities.
Response: See response to comments MZ1/MZ2/MZ8/MZ9/PH29/DN9/PH2/PH10/PH11/PH12/
PH23/PH38.
Comments PH33, PH34, PH35: In particular with respect to noise we would like, or I would like...
in these semicircles around the waterfront zones that's been proposed for residential only housing
in the areas, that seems like a great solution to me for noise.
Obviously two to three stories is also something that we would like to see in those areas. It has
been proposed to have no roads on the semicircle by the water adjacent or across the water from
other existing housing. That's a great solution to reduce noise in my opinion.
Response PH33, PH34, PH35: The Proposed Action involves amendments to the Existing DOZ,
which is specifically geared toward mixed-use development to maximize the benefit to be realized
by the City’s revitalization initiative. The establishment of discrete areas for individual uses, as is
suggested, would be contrary to this established objective. Although the SDGEIS presents a land
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use mix for redevelopment of the DO-7 Zone, this build-out scenario is for the purposes of the
SEQR analysis and is not an actual development proposal. The distribution and mix of uses to be
developed in the Proposed DO-7 Zone have not yet been established, which ultimately will occur
as development projects are approved following site plan review. As discussed in Response
BS6/BS7/DN22/DN37/PH5/PH32, the need for a project-specific noise assessment will be
identified during site plan review based on proposed uses.
See further discussion in Responses DN28 and MZ1/MZ2/MZ8/MZ9/PH29/DN9/PH2/PH10/
PH11/PH12/PH23/PH38 regarding building heights within the Proposed DO-7 Zone; and Response
PH41 and Comments DN18, DN19, DN21 regarding development in the Waterfront Activation
Area between the shoreline and buildings in the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
Comments PH36, PH37: Increase vegetation. Vegetation is set back. Another thing that could be
done would be to make the common lot a passive park to put more vegetation there to just
increase the proper buffer zone to noise.
Response PH36, PH37: A minimum 30-foot wide Waterfront Promenade is required within the
Waterfront Activation Area, such that within this area no buildings are permitted, and shoreline
restoration and native landscaping are required, although the design for such plantings is left to
the Planning Board’s site plan review of specific development proposals within the Proposed DO-7
Zone. All properties opting into the Proposed DO-7 Zone would be required to provide a minimum
30-foot-wide area that includes shoreline restoration and beneficially improved landscaping areas
planted with native species and a continuous public trail along the water’s edge, although this
area may be wider depending on the site-specific design. This will provide buffering between
development within the Proposed DO-7 Zone and the residential neighborhood across Echo Bay.
See further discussion in Responses PH41 and DN18, DN19, DN21 regarding development in the
Waterfront Activation Area and along the shoreline.
The need for additional vegetation and other buffering elements will be determined during site
plan review, with a noise assessment as appropriate to the project-specific circumstances.
Opportunity for public input will also be available at that time, including a public hearing by the
Planning Board before a decision is made.
Community and Environmental Character/Quality of Life
Comment BS1, BS2:
Comment BS1: The historic Sutton Manor community, directly abutting the areas affected by the
proposal, has an intimate connection with Echo Bay, its beauties and challenges. Our interest is to
promote a sensitive development which will preserve and enhance our enjoyment of this natural
resource and extend its benefits to the wider community. For this objective to be achieved, we
believe it vital for the zoning plan to envision not merely real estate development but an integrated
ecologically and environmentally sound restoration of a unique waterfront environment. If
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properly framed, the proposal could engender a New Rochelle amenity, supplementing its array of
beautiful parks: the jewel in the crown of the Sound’s Queen City.
Comment BS2: The proposal is highly complex. Our understanding of its terms and effect has
benefited from the analysis of Daniel S. Natchez and Associates, dated August 16, 2021, which has
been provided to the Council. In great detail, Mr. Natchez’ report points to numerous provisions in
the current proposal which would favor large-scale commercial development interests over
sensitive environmental concerns. While both are important, the emphasis
on exploitation would undermine the uniqueness of the site and its role in New Rochelle and the
wider community.
Response BS1, BS2: The Proposed Action entails amendment of the Existing DOZ, including
relatively minor revisions to the current legislation which was adopted in 2015 for the DO-1
through DO-6 Zones, and will also extend the Existing DOZ to incorporate the Proposed DO-7 Zone
on the waterfront. The Proposed Action will not substantively increase the complexity of what is
already in the City Zoning Code.
The City seeks continued economic growth, while remaining flexible to address changes in market
demands and finding creative ways to strengthen the connections between its downtown core
and waterfront. As such, the City is proposing updates to the Existing DOZ to continue to foster
economic development in the downtown and to reflect changing market demands. Potential new
development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone will revitalize the Echo Bay area through new
incentivized investment, will increase the customer base for local businesses, create a more
vibrant waterfront, and provide various other benefits. New development under the Proposed
DO-7 Zone will also create new housing, shopping, dining, recreation, entertainment, as well as
diverse job opportunities that can serve the local population. Furthermore, the Community
Benefit Bonuses program has been updated to include options for contributions to the Community
Benefits Fund to support community-driven business incubator spaces; youth development
programs; MWBE programs, options to aid existing businesses and communities financially
impacted by COVID-19, and additional green and affordable housing options.
One of the goals of the Proposed DO-7 Zone is to reestablish wetland and wetland transition plants
to an area of shoreline that currently has none. Innovative shoreline revitalization measures are
encouraged in the Proposed DO-7 Zone, such as the installation of a living shoreline to replace
deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions with a natural transition between the
proposed development and the water where possible. Creation of a living shoreline and
installation of native shoreline vegetation within the Proposed DO-7 Zone would provide a
significant improvement in the overall ecological health of the shoreline. Therefore, the Proposed
Action will contribute positively to the local economy and prioritizes improvements to existing
environmental conditions within the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
It is also noted again that site plan review will be required for each individual development
proposal subsequent to the adoption of the Proposed DO-7 Zone as part of the proposed DOZ
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amendments. These individual site plan reviews will include the opportunity for further public
input, including a public hearing before the Planning Board, at which time coastal ecology
considerations, as well as other topics of interest, can be examined in further detail.
Comments PH24: We talk about these bonuses, community benefits. It’s not a benefit to the
community exactly across the street from any development in that area.
Response: It is noted that the Community Benefit Bonuses Policy has been revised to allow for
off-site improvements or other community-wide benefits. For the Proposed DO-7 Zone, certain
mitigation measures would be implemented on-site, including the installation of a living shoreline
to replace deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions, and removal of invasive plant
species in areas adjacent to tidal wetlands and re-establishment of native plant communities.
Additionally, the CBB benefits include incorporation of green elements beyond the minimum
requirements of the current Code and other regulations, as well as pedestrian passages in certain
locations of the Existing DOZ. Development projects that propose community benefits off-site
must ultimately be approved by the Planning Board. As such, not all community benefit projects
will be approved off-site, as some community benefit projects may be incorporated on-site into
new development projects.
Comment PH7, PH14:
We have been pursuing the dream of developing this waterfront for a long time. Now that the city
yard has a new home and we are trying for movement, we are all hopeful for the opportunity to
redevelop this area and the Brownfield site in the way that is sustainable and takes into
consideration the quality of life of the surrounding neighborhoods.
If you can provide solutions to these issues and create sustainable development in the DO7 zone
that is respectful of existing neighborhoods, I believe we will all have attained the original dream.
Response PH7, PH14: As a general concept, the Proposed Action seeks long-term sustainability
and conservation by consolidating compatible mixed land uses, providing on-site live/work/shop/
recreation opportunities in a master-planned development in a centralized location, while also
promoting pedestrian activity, inter-site connectivity and access to alternative transportation
services. This will reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions compared to
traditional development in which different uses are separated from one another in a manner that
encourages private vehicle use.
Sustainable Development Standards have been incorporated into the Existing DOZ, including
§331-175.11J(2) addressing potable consumption reduction, which is proposed for revision to
include a requirement for the use of WaterSense high-efficiency products for faucets, toilets, and
shower heads, which will expand the previous requirement that is limited to outdoor water use
(i.e., irrigation) standards. It is also noted that the CBB program is proposed for expansion to
include green infrastructure and climate resiliency categories. Moreover, the City implements and
enforces numerous other standards and requirements to ensure sustainable development is
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provided in the downtown. For example, the City recently adopted the NYStretch Energy Code,
which seeks to foster future development in a manner that protects public health, meets energy
and climate goals and aligns with the City’s ongoing sustainability efforts. Additionally, future site
plan reviews by the Planning Board will be guided by the recommendations of its GreeNR
Sustainability Plan to ensure the most efficient and sustainable projects possible.
Comments PH20, PH25, PH26, PH28:
Comment PH20: I like the words livability keeping the neighborhood that it’s in a neighborhood. I
think that the public space and access to the water is wonderful. The low-rise density I’m in favor
of, but we do have to the careful.
Comment PH25: Also, I want to say that any development that does take place in that area is
basically creating a new neighborhood joining other neighborhoods in the east end, and there’s a
particular neighborhood character that we have and it’s really that it’s residential, quiet and family
friendly and we really want to maintain that.
Comment PH26: I really would like the Council to consider this is a waterfront district in a
neighborhood. It’s not a downtown. Downtown really has other connotations as other people
previously said, later hours for businesses, noise and higher density, and that’s not what the east
end is.
Comment PH28: My first concern does relate to the concept of the activity to downtown and the
name itself. It’s my understanding that DO represents downtown overlay. So, my concern would
just go to that issue of downtown is of concern for me because I was born and raised in the Bronx
and I come from an urban area. So, I look at New Rochelle and certainly the area I live in is a more
suburban area. I do understand that an attractive waterfront is a critical component of the
revitalized and re-imagined New Rochelle. However, identifying this area as part of the Downtown
as far as density, night life, a bus going 24/7. This may seem like a small matter, but I think the
language really does matter and how we promote this area and certainly the zoning. The east end
of New Rochelle is a quiet, family-oriented neighborhood, even though we’re sandwiched in
between Main Street and 95, it’s actually quite quiet.
Response PH20, PH25, PH26, PH28: While the Proposed DO-7 Zone is a waterfront extension of
the Existing DOZ, it is understood that the waterfront and surrounding areas differs from the
downtown core. As such, there are specific requirements in the proposed Zoning Code
amendment that are unique to the Proposed DO-7 Zone to protect adjacent residential
neighborhoods. Beside improving visual character as compared to the current underutilized and
deteriorated conditions, inclusion of the Proposed DO-7 Zone in the Existing DOZ will also ensure
that development in this area occurs in a manner that is consistent with the building patterns in
the downtown but is also smaller in scale to provide open space and public access and views of
the waterfront, while being in character with the surrounding residential neighborhoods. It is
noted that permissible building heights within the DO-7 District have been modified to reduce the
eligible bonus from 8 stories/95 feet under the proposal presented in the SDGEIS to a maximum
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of 6 stories/75 feet. Following the adoption of the proposed zoning amendments, it is anticipated
that the Proposed DO-7 Zone would see redevelopment with a new mix of uses that will
complement the surrounding area and are suitable for and take better advantage of the
waterfront location.
In order to preserve and enhance views of the waterfront, a minimum 30-foot wide Waterfront
Promenade is required along the shoreline, with shoreline restoration and native landscaping
required, and no buildings permitted in this area. This will provide a certain degree of buffering
along the waterfront, between development within the proposed DO-7 zone and the Sutton
Manor residential neighborhood across Echo Bay. Buildings must be set back a minimum of 30
feet to accommodate the waterfront promenade, and wider setbacks may be provided based on
the project-specific design. See further discussion in Responses PH41 and DN18, DN19, DN21
regarding development in the Waterfront Activation Area and along the shoreline.
Additionally, buildings fronting Main Street in the Proposed DO-7 Zone are required to have a
minimum 25-foot step-back so that the street wall height is limited to four stories/55 feet. This is
intended to keep the scale and character along Main Street consistent with the immediate area
and provide a buffer that respects the existing surrounding neighborhood. Additional CBB stories,
to be subject to discretionary review and approval, will be strategically located in areas that are
set away from and will not impact existing surrounding residential neighborhoods. The amended
Zoning Code provides numerous design and development control elements to ensure the
surrounding neighborhood character, particularly surrounding the Proposed DO-7 Zone, will not
be adversely impacted by future development. Architectural quality will be greatly improved with
redevelopment under the Proposed DO-7 Zone, which will include decorative streetlights,
landscaping, street trees and street furniture that would enhance views throughout this area in a
manner that complements the existing surrounding neighborhoods. In addition to the specific
regulations and controls that would be in-place for redevelopment of the Proposed DO-7 Zone, it
is important to reiterate that no actual development is proposed at this time; and that any
subsequent application would be required to undergo detailed scrutiny during site plan review, at
which time impacts would be assessed on a project-specific basis, subject to further opportunity
for public input on the specific development proposal, including a hearing before the Planning
Board.
Miscellaneous Community Character
Comment KL5: Provide integrated support for providing some of the desirable characteristics of
the Waterfront Overlay District within the NRBID and up to and including the Train Station/ Transit
Hub, such as arts programs and other enhancements to the built environment.
Response: The “Community Facility” CBB category incentivizes “meaningful space” for a civic or
educational user at a “substantial discount” (e.g., potential prioritization of community-driven
business incubator spaces) for a “substantial period of time” (as determined by the Commissioner
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of Development and approved by the Planning Board) to be provided by a developer either on or
off site. The bonus eligibility is determined by the significance of the provision (i.e., amount and
type of space provided for the community). Similarly, the “Arts and Cultural Space” CBB category
incentivizes “meaningful space” for an arts and cultural organization at a “substantial discount”
for a “substantial period of time” (as determined by the Commissioner of Development and
approved by the Planning Board) be provided by a developer either on or off site. Therefore, the
CBB program incentivizes art programs and other enhancements to the built environment as
requested under this comment.
Comment PH6: These parameters and questions we start from the base level using the knowledge
we’ve gained over the years to make sure we are answering the community questions and not just
the community within that zone, the entire community because it’s going to be the entire
community that’s going to be absorbing any past ramifications, any environmental ramifications,
school ramifications and so forth. So, we need to make sure this is in the interest of the entire
community and not just for that DOZ zone.
Response: As was the case with the original adoption of the Existing DOZ in 2015, it is anticipated
that among the requirements for Future Actions specified in the forthcoming Findings Statement
will be the application of the Existing DOZ provision for discretionary site plan review by the
Planning Board for development applications pursuant to the proposed DOZ amendments, as
outlined in Section 6 of the SDGEIS. This site plan review process will address a range of projectspecific issues as necessary, which may include, but would not necessarily be limited to,
assessment of anticipated impacts on visual/aesthetic resources, shadows, cultural resources,
traffic and noise, along with measures proposed to mitigate any such impacts. Specific
development applications would be subject to review and approval by the Planning Board, with
opportunity for public input, including a public hearing.
The intent of the Existing DOZ as originally approved in 2015 and as per the amendments currently
proposed is to provide a broad range of City-wide benefits for the collective good of the entire
City populace, as discussed elsewhere in these responses (see Response to DN28; Response to
KL2; Response to DN2, DN4, DN5, DN6, BS5; Response to PH39, MZ3, MZ4, MZ5, DN3; Response
to DN26, DN38, PH31; and Response to PE8). Additionally, future development in the Proposed
DO-7 Zone will include various enhancements that will benefit City residents outside the given
project areas, including a shorefront walkway, shoreline restoration, and other public engagement
elements within the Waterfront Activation Area.
Comment PH15: As the zoning goes forward too we would like to see anything else in that zoning
that specifically will help the residents. It could be anything from Airbnbs, not being allowed for
rentals to nighttime music times shut down, just things to consider for the residential
neighborhood, things like that.
Response: See Response PH6 in the section of this SFGEIS on Miscellaneous Community
Character, regarding the physical public benefits that are associated with future development of
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the Proposed DO-7 Zone. Additionally, the Community Benefit Bonus program that has been
established under the proposed DOZ amendments, and which would be enhanced and extended
to the Proposed DO-7 Zone under the Proposed Action, is intended to provide various other
advantages to the City and its residents. For example, options for contributions to the Community
Benefits Fund will support community-driven business incubator spaces, youth development
programs, MWBE programs, and options to aid existing businesses and communities financially
impacted by COVID-19, as well as additional green and affordable housing options.
See Response BS6/BS7/DN22/DN37/PH5/PH32 in Section 3.5 of this SFGEIS (Noise), regarding the
issue of potential impacts of outdoor activities within the Proposed DO-7 Zone on nearby
residential uses.
It is not clear from this comment what specific issue there may be regarding “Airbnbs.” However,
the regulation of housing occupancy is most appropriately addressed on a City-wide basis rather
than by establishing targeted restrictions on new development.
Comment PH18: The opportunity we have an opportunity with these amendments and with the
possibility of offering more opportunity to developers for developing valuable space in our city.
That can give us what we need but also give us the opportunity to address the livability which
might include adequate municipal parking and particularly not only the planning for but the
funding of contiguous green space that includes contiguous livability green space in downtown
New Rochelle.
Response: The Proposed Action includes updates and new additions to the CBB Program, including
additional opportunities for community facilities such as potential prioritization of communitydriven business incubator spaces and funding of programs such as youth development and MWBE
programs, and aid to existing businesses and communities financially impacted by COVID-19.
Existing community benefits such as providing a substantial number of parking spaces open to the
public and providing meaningful public open spaces will remain in the CBB program. Furthermore,
creation of a waterfront promenade and associated public civic space within the Waterfront
Activation Area is required within the Proposed DO-7 Zone, which will provide for public access
and recreation and increase the connectivity of this area to nearby parks, the beach and the City
Marina.
Comment PH67: What is the impact of that [new buildings]. How do we know. All we really have
is projections from developers. How does that affect traffic. How does it affect our schools. How
does it affect our social services. How does it affect our safety. We don't know.
Response: A form-based code prioritizes the proper form and placement of buildings to support
the creation of vibrant places rather than the conventional overemphasis on the control of uses.
While specific development plans have not yet been prepared, the SDGEIS evaluates impacts
associated with increased height, scale and density that could occur within the Proposed DO-7
Zone as presented in the Theoretical Development Scenario. The 2021 TDS has been prepared for
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the purposes of evaluating potential environmental impacts of the Proposed Action at the earliest
planning stages, in accordance with the requirements of SEQR, and has projected a reasonable
maximum build-out that could occur within the DO-1 through DO-7 over ten years. The 2021 TDS
provides the basis of the requested impact analyses, which are presented in the SDGEIS (e.g.,
Section 3.3.2.1 on schools and Section 3.4.3 on traffic). However, it is important to recognize that
the 2021 TDS is a hypothetical development scenario for the purposes of the SEQR analysis and is
not an actual development proposal.
All future site-specific site plan applications for new development in the Existing DOZ will continue
to be required to adhere to SEQR procedures and regulations. If potentially significant adverse
environmental impacts are identified that were not previously or adequately analyzed as part of
this SEQR review, additional site-specific review, potentially including technical studies and/or a
Supplemental GEIS, may be required. All such future development projects will also be subject to
individual approval processes, including site plan review and site-specific impact review or
consistency review with the Findings Statement. Adherence to these requirements will ensure
that future development under the Proposed Action complies with SEQR, conforms to established
land use controls, minimizes potential adverse environmental impacts to the maximum extent
practicable.
3.6

Fiscal and Economic Impacts and Benefits

Capital Improvements, Taxes, Brownfields/Tax Credits, School District Impacts, Jobs
Comment PH21: The projected economic benefits of the Supplemental Draft Generic
Environmental Impact statement rely on flawed economic forecasting.
Take jobs as just one example. The so-called economic benefits projected for the creation of
construction jobs will actually drive down local area standards.
Let me explain; the quote unquote economic impacts of construction section in Appendix F of the
DOZ Amendments prepared by Nelson Pope Voorhis assumes an average wage of $74,412 among
construction workers in the Hudson Valley region. That’s approximately $40 an hour. This is twice
as much as New Rochelle residents are receiving through job placement at the First Source Center
set up by Westhab, and paid for by New Rochelle taxpayers, in order to address the promise of jobs
that were made to the community in the 2015 rezoning.
According to Westhab/First Source records, the average wage for the people they help place in
construction jobs is less than $20 an hour. That’s less than $37,000. This is not enough to live on.
It’s less than half of the area labor standards cited by Nelson Pope Voorhis in their report.
Without addressing labor standards first before approving the rezoning, you will be contributing
to increased inequality here in the city and in the region. You are requesting a major public
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investment in the form of millions more in tax breaks and a de facto public subsidy in the form of
an up-zoning that will instantly increase the value of the waterfront, specifically the Echo Bay
property, as well as the downtown. New Rochelle should not make these kinds of investments in
private developments that not only lack sufficient public benefits but also could have serious
negative consequences for the residents.
Response: The construction wage data used in the SDGEIS analysis are from NYS Department of
Labor for “Construction and extraction operations,” specifically in the Hudson Valley. This is the
standard source for such analyses. The data are from the Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES) survey, which collects information from approximately 51,000 businesses. Estimates are
based on responses from six semi-annual panels collected between November 2016 and May
2019. Then, the wages are updated to the first quarter of 2020 by making cost-of-living
adjustments. Since the most recent data available at the time of the analysis were 2020 wage
data and construction under the Proposed Action is projected to start in 2022, 3 percent inflation
per year was added to calculate the wages for 2022, at $74,412 per year.
The City has taken a number of steps to assist City residents and businesses owned/operated by
minority residents capitalize on job opportunities and new business development created by the
DOZ redevelopment projects. This began with the adoption of the Economic Opportunity and
Non-Discrimination policy on March 8, 2016, which strengthened a previously adopted policy by
calling for specific commitments including hiring requirements and the establishment of regular
utilization reporting to the City to ensure that historically underrepresented communities have
access to the opportunities created by the City’s development. To facilitate implementation of
the newly adopted Economic Opportunity Non-discrimination policy, the City issued RFP 5133 in
2016 to engage the services of a local nonprofit or for-profit entity to operate a First Source
Referral Center (FSRC). The goal of the FSRC is to promptly refer qualified workers to certain
employers in New Rochelle, coordinate referrals from multiple sources in and around New
Rochelle, including existing workforce development programs, and prioritize referral of targeted
community residents. More recently, in order to expand efforts to create opportunities for local
residents and minority-owned businesses, the City issued RFP Specification number 5407 seeking
a qualified firm to design and operate a Local and Minority-focused vocational training and
business acceleration program to build capacity of individuals and companies to effectively
compete for the opportunities created by the unprecedented development boom in the City. The
City is currently reviewing proposals, and expects to enter into an agreement with a qualified
vendor in the first quarter of 2022. It is also noted that the Community Benefit Bonuses program
has been updated to include options for contributions to the Community Benefits Fund to support
community-driven business incubator spaces; youth development programs; MWBE programs;
and options to aid existing businesses and communities financially impacted by COVID-19.
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Brownfields/City Tax Credits
Comments DN10 and DN11:
Comment DN11: While the investigation of the Brownfields remediation is still ongoing and being
updated, it is known that in 2016 the NYSDEC had approved $25,000,000 in tax abatement credits
for the remediation of the City’s DPW site, which was supposed to be undertaken by 2019.
What is the City granting in the way in tax abatements and other financial incentives?
Comment DN11: As part of the development, it has been stated that in the DOZ-7 zone that the
new roads and infrastructure, at least within the City owned Properties, are to be dedicated to the
City. It has also been stated there will be City tax abatements (in addition to State Brownfield tax
abatements/credits). Once dedicated to the City, it becomes the City’s financial responsibility for
operations, maintenance, repairs and replacements of the roads and related infrastructure.
One of the suggested motivations for allowing the intense development is to remediate the
Brownfield conditions, with NYS already having said they will provide $25,000,000 in tax credits to
clean up the site.
In light of the NYS’s $25,000,000 cleanup incentive, why should the rest of the City’s taxpayers
subsidize such a development? This does not seem to be an equitable arrangement.
Response DN10 and DN11: The current Proposed Action involves zoning revisions being
considered by the City Council, for which tax abatements and similar financial incentives are not
applicable. No actual development is proposed at this time.
Only when a site plan application is submitted to the City will actual development be under
consideration, at which time the developer may seek tax abatements and similar financial
incentives. Any such benefits by a developer would be subject to review and approval by the New
Rochelle Industrial Development Agency (NRIDA). Upon receiving site plan approval from the
Planning Board, a developer seeking these benefits must make a separate application to the
NRIDA, attempting to make the case that the requested relief is necessary for the financial viability
of the project.
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3.7

Ecology and Environment

Waterfront, Surface Water and Wetlands, Wildlife and Habitat Restoration and Protection
Comment JM1: Going forward, the City should more actively partner with Save the Sound and
similar groups, and we hope we can help facilitate this relationship.
Response: The City has a long history of establishing and maintaining strong partnerships with a
wide range of stakeholders to advance important environmental initiatives, and welcomes the
Ecology and Natural Resources Advisory Council’s offer to continue its collaboration in advancing
the goal of improving the quality of New Rochelle’s aquatic ecosystems.
Comment JM6: We applaud the goal of reestablishing wetlands through living shoreline
implementation, which will not only help protect our City against flooding, but will also restore
habitat, improve water quality, and generally make the area more aesthetically pleasing.
However, the language included could be stronger. “Innovative shoreline revitalization measures
are encouraged in the Proposed DO-7 Zone, such as the installation of a living shoreline to replace
deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions with a natural transition between the
proposed development and the water where possible,” (pg 3.6-7) How will living shorelines be
“encouraged”? Is it possible to incentivize or even require the construction of living shorelines over
hardened shorelines in the DO-7 Zone? These questions need to be answered.
Response: One of the goals of the Waterfront District is to reestablish wetland and wetland
transition plants to an area of shoreline that currently has none. There is a unique opportunity for
innovative shoreline revitalization measures to replace deteriorated and compromised shoreline
conditions with a natural transition from the proposed development to the water. Installation of
living shoreline and natural shoreline vegetation typical of a brackish tidal marsh would improve
the overall ecological health of the shoreline. Improvement and restoration of the shoreline will
be the responsibility of the developer as part of the civic space requirements and site plan
approval. To the degree that these activities fall under the authority of the New York State Tidal
Wetland regulations, NYSDEC will consider the impacted nature of the shoreline and will review
permit activities and plans to ensure no wetland impacts occur. The permit review process will
provide an opportunity for shoreline habitat restoration and net ecological improvement over
current conditions. NYSDEC tidal wetlands permits will consider existing vegetative resources; and
consistent with the guidelines in the proposed DOZ amendments, native species plantings will
occur wherever possible, invasive species removal will be implemented and restoration with
appropriate native habitat in conjunction with shoreline trail installation and/or development
sites will occur along the shoreline. This process will occur at the time of site plan application,
after the proposed zoning amendments, including establishment of the Proposed DO-7 Zone, have
been adopted by the City Council.
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Comment JM7: In section 3.5.2.1, “Surface Waters and Wetlands,” Stephenson Brook is discussed
as a waterway that needs to be more clearly mapped out and explored for any potential impact.
We recommend that the City explore the possibility of daylighting Stephenson Brook, as was done
with the Saw Mill River at the waterfront in downtown Yonkers with much success. The daylighting
project in Yonkers not only transformed a parking lot into a beautiful green space, but the exposure
of the water to sunlight actually helped sanitize the water through solar disinfection, reducing fecal
coliform bacteria counts, and the stream saw a resurgence in fish and other aquatic life.
Daylighting restores habitat and may potentially improve flood resiliency.
Response: The Supplemental DGEIS states that “future site plans should identify the exact location
of Stephenson Brook and its outfall and determine if any mitigation is necessary to protect and/or
enhance the integrity of the brook and its man-made conveyance system.” Based on the findings
of this future investigation, mitigation may include “daylighting” of the brook if determined
feasible and beneficial. However, due to the existing development pattern along Stephenson
Brook, opportunities for daylighting this watercourse may be limited.
Comment DN20, DN23
Comment DN20: The current rules for the DOZ-7 appear to allow and actually encourage retail and
restaurant activities down towards the waterfront but there are no apparent provisions for
controlling the noise and light pollution associated with such use, which not only will travel over
the water to nearby neighborhoods but will also disturb and disrupt the existing wildlife that use
the area. It is well known, for example, that lack of nighttime disturbance is particularly important
when it comes to shorebird habitat such as egret and heron rookeries - and there is considerable
use of the waterfront in this portion of Echo Bay by egrets and herons.
Comment DN23: With the commercial development as well as potential perimeter roads, there will
be light and noise pollution issues that will significantly adversely affect the existing wildlife areas
as well as adjacent neighborhoods. As previously noted, it is well known that lack of nighttime
disturbance is particularly important when it comes to shorebird habitat such as egret and heron
rookeries.
As one who sits in a similar position to a City Council Member in a waterfront community, one of
the largest issues that continually rears its head are complaints of noise and lights over the water
to other residential neighborhoods, and more and more requests for greater restrictions, such as
no live outdoor music, shutting down at earlier hours, closing of windows and doors at a particular
hour and moving all outdoor activities inside.
Response: Outdoor lighting for new projects will be required to utilize proper heights and spacing,
and to be shielded as necessary to reduce light trespass and glare to the extent practical and
prevent wasteful and impactful over-illumination. Lighting will be reviewed as part of the site plan
review process of future site-specific projects. All exterior lighting must comply with §331-22 of
the City Code, which prescribes specific requirements for outdoor lighting and procedures for
nonresidential lighting. Lighting plans for each new project will be submitted for approval by the
Planning Board during site plan review.
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See Response BS6/BS7/DN22/DN37/PH5/PH32 regarding the issue of potential noise impacts
from outdoor activities in the Proposed DO-7 Zone.
Comment PH4: Currently most of the waterfront is being used by wildlife and we want to make
sure that whatever is being developed doesn’t overly disrupt that. We would like to see some more
specific minimum requirements for planted areas in the water activation zone similar to the
requirement that you all currently have for the 8-foot-wide pedestrian path.
Response: Development of the waterfront area under the proposed DOZ amendments will be
required to include the shoreline restoration to replace deteriorated and compromised shoreline
conditions, and removal of invasive plant species in areas adjacent to tidal wetlands and reestablishment of native plant communities. These measures, to be undertaken as part of the
upland redevelopment project, will enhance the value of the site to local wildlife species. As State
tidal wetlands and federally-regulated wetlands are located within and proximate to the proposed
DO-7 Zone, it is expected that wetlands permitting will be required through NYSDEC and/or the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Any mitigation required by these agencies for will
be implemented, which may include wetland creation, wetland restoration and invasive species
removal among other measures.
Comment PH42: Every morning I come in I see the swans come in and the egrets, and I see the fish
jumping. I would like as many people to have the benefit of that as I have and to me that means
this project can't be one of pure development and not mainly development. Its development may
be incidental but it would be incidental to make this the crown jewel of New
Rochelle crown.
Response: In additional to the habitat enhancements discussed in Response PH4, the Proposed
Action will provide a waterfront Promenade that will facilitate physical and visual access by the
public to the resources in the bay.
Stormwater, Green Infrastructure, Storm Surge, Flooding, and Impervious Surfaces
Comments BS3, BS4: The relationship to the water needs to be protected through a wide border
free of hardscape, cars, noise and structure. Cars should be kept from the area.
Response BS3, BS4: The immediate area of the shoreline within the Proposed DO-7 Zone will be
required to provide a minimum 30-foot-wide Promenade which contain a minimum 8-foot-wide
walkway to facilitate public access, along with plantings and other civic features. See Response
DN28, in the section of this SFGEIS on Development Density, Density Reallocation, and Buildout,
regarding the development of the area between the shoreline and buildings on the site.
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Comments JM2, JM3, JM4:
After so much rapid growth in New Rochelle, this is a fresh opportunity to put forward best
practices for sustainable development and this waterfront should be a model for other cities on
how to restore degraded habitat, create green space, and implement green infrastructure that
would mitigate the effects of increased development all while improving our climate resiliency.
Implementing the suggestions we put forward would help the City meet the goals outlined in the
GreeNR Sustainability Plan, fulfilling those ideals outlined.
We strongly recommend that there are small-scale distributed green infrastructure practices
across the DO-7 zone so that green infrastructure is also implemented on smaller sites (for e.g., in
“active frontages” and along the waterfront promenade), not limited to larger redevelopment sites
of one acre or more. The City should prioritize on-site green infrastructure practices (e.g., rain
gardens, bioswales, stormwater tree pits) over grey stormwater infrastructure (e.g., subsurface
retention structures) to provide multiple co-benefits including increased biodiversity and Urban
Heat Island mitigation. Small scale distributed green infrastructure would help meet several of the
2030 goals listed in the GreeNR Sustainability plan such as the following:
•

•
•

Create 5 acres of rain gardens, including at least 50 rain gardens on municipal
property. Absorb approximately 27,000 gallons of water that would otherwise produce
flooding or sanitary system inflow and infiltration, and also filter pollutants that would
otherwise contribute to non-point source contamination of water bodies. (GreeNR)
Reduce stormwater run-off from a one-inch rain event by 25 million gallons. Achieve
no net run-off from new development and construction. Achieve a net increase in
community-wide permeable surface of at least 50 acres. (GreeNR)
Reduce the incidence and severity of local flooding by controlling stormwater run-off,
expanding permeable surface coverage, repairing existing infrastructure, and utilizing
new green infrastructure models. (GreeNR)

Response JM2, JM3, JM4: The Proposed Action is the adoption of zoning amendments for the
Overall DOZ, including the extension of the Existing DOZ to include the D-7 Zone. As a general
concept, the existing DOZ Code, which will be continued with modifications under the Proposed
Action, allows flexibility to best serve the overall goal for downtown revitalization, rather than to
dictate strict regulations that may unnecessarily constrain this outcome. The implementation of
green infrastructure where practicable is a priority for the City, as emphasized in the GreeNR
Sustainability Plan highlighted in these comments. The guidance provided by this plan will ensure
the most efficient and sustainable projects possible, including the redevelopment that occurs in
the Overall DOZ.
Site-specific improvements to advance the goals of the GreeNR Sustainability Plan will be
established within the Proposed DO-7 Zone and throughout the Existing DOZ, on a project-byproject basis during the subsequent site plan review process and is encouraged through the
Community Benefit Bonus program. “Climate Resiliency” is proposed as a new category in the
CBB and Funds Policies which allows the provision of mitigation and/or adaptation elements onOctober 2021
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site, off-site, and outside of the Overall DOZ (as determined by the Commissioner of Development
and approved by the Planning Board). Elements such as Climate Justice are to be aligned with
GreeNR-reachable goals. The updates to GreeNR, the City of New Rochelle’s 2010-2030
Sustainability Plan, are intended to provide actions for implementation and prioritization of
“meaningful green elements” to support the City’s sustainability and Climate Resiliency actions.
During site specific site plan review, additional opportunities for public comment will be provided,
including a public hearing before the Planning Board, at which time green infrastructure
considerations, as well as other topics of interest, can be examined in further detail. However, it
is noteworthy that the Proposed Action does require certain area-wide improvements to the
Proposed DO-7 Zone, consistent with the theme of these comments, including shoreline
restoration to replace deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions, removal of invasive
plant species in areas adjacent to tidal wetlands and re-establishment of native plant
communities. See further discussion below under Response JM8, in the section of this SFGEIS on
Energy Efficiency, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Climate Change, Sustainability.
Comment JM5: According to FEMA’s National Flood Hazard Layer Viewer, much of the area on the
waterfront has a 1% annual chance of flood hazard. In looking at the Flood Hazard map I would
like to remind us of the GreeNR initiative:
•

Restore all of New Rochelle’s estuaries, City-owned lakes and major streams to an
aesthetically pleasing and ecologically healthy state, while also enhancing their natural
flood control function and reducing the contribution of non-point source pollution to Long
Island Sound. Reduce by 75% the number of water quality closures at Hudson Park Beach.
(GreeNR)

Given the recent IPCC Report issued this August, we can expect the frequency of these 100-year
flooding events to increase in the coming decades. A couple years ago I attended a conference on
climate change titled “Confronting Climate Change: What to Expect in Our Region,” presented by
the Westchester County Soil and Water Conservation District and Department of Planning. The big
takeaway for me from this conference is that we can expect more rainfall in our region in the
decades to come, and more heavy rainfall events. Tropical Storm Henri which has drenched us the
past 24 hours is a case in point. The City should plan for a future with increased rainfall, and
increased chances of hurricanes, storm surges, and flooding. The City needs to proceed with an
abundance of caution in authorizing development on flood zones. The City of New Rochelle needs
to develop with flood resiliency goals and measures in mind. It is extremely important that we
prioritize nature-based living shorelines to protect against storm surge while restoring wetland
habitat.
Response: As noted in Response JM2/JM3/JM4, above, the Proposed Action includes
requirements for shoreline restoration as part of the redevelopment throughout the Proposed
DO-7 Zone to replace deteriorated and compromised shoreline conditions and removal of invasive
plant species in areas adjacent to tidal wetlands and re-establishment of native plant
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communities. Beyond that, individual, project-specific measures to ensure resiliency consistent
with the GreeNR Sustainability Plan will be implemented for all redevelopment in the Proposed
DO-7 Zone during the subsequent site plan review process, at which time additional opportunities
for public comment will be provided, including a public hearing before the Planning Board.
Through this process, all such redevelopment will conform to the most current design
requirements for flood damage resiliency including requirements provided in the City Code
Chapter 111, Article IV, “Building Construction: Flood Damage Prevention” (e.g., flood proofing,
constructing above the required base flood elevation). Moreover, future development projects
within the Proposed DO-7 Zone would be required to implement appropriate mitigation and
design measures, as determined during the time of site-specific review, to account for the
magnitude of sea level rise in this area. Additionally, it is noted that the proposed zoning
amendments include additional Community Benefit Bonuses for climate resiliency to encourage
incorporation of meaningful green elements and implementation of Green NR reachable goals,
which include tree planting to increase canopy and reduce urban heat island effects.
Wastewater
Comment NV5: The Westchester County Planning Commission commends the City for the work
conducted during the construction of previous DOZ developments to reduce inflow and infiltration
(I&I), and for the upgrades that have been installed within the sewer system to manage the
increased flow. The City should continue to monitor and address I&I as new developments are
constructed.
Response: Comment acknowledged. Upgrading aging sewer infrastructure and reducing I&I has
been a major goal of the City and is an essential step toward economic growth and revitalization
of the downtown, protection of public health and the environment, and long-range resilience and
sustainability. This work will continue under the Proposed Action, which will expand the
redevelopment initiative into the waterfront area to the east of the Downtown core.
Energy Efficiency, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Climate Change, Sustainability
Comment JM8: There are other areas of sustainability that should be strengthened, by bolstering
the language around green building requirements. The City should act more aggressively in
requiring or incentivizing green buildings, such as incentivizing LEED certification, net-zero
buildings, requiring green roofs, solar panels, electric car charging stations, and using building
materials with lower embodied carbon etc. as design elements in development. While some of
these elements are in place, often the language is coded as “should consider.” For example, see 414 and point 4.4.1 (Energy Use and Conservation) where it states that development should
“consider incentive-based use of “green development” options such as…” Instead of the word
“consider” the SDGEIS should make such green infrastructure a requirement or otherwise
incentivize these options. Again, in section 4-14 and 4.4.1 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions) the
language states that “The following additional measures could be considered, where practicable,
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to ensure reduction of GHG emissions on or off-site at energy producing facilities:” Again, this
language should be strengthened by requiring or incentivizing those best practices enumerated.
Response: On May 18, 2021, the City Council adopted a Legislation 2021-68, declaring Climate
Emergency, with commitment to keep the concerns of frontline and marginalized communities
central to all sustainability program planning processes and to invite and encourage such
communities to actively participate in the development and implementation of all climate
mobilization efforts. The City Manager or his designee is directed to undertake a number of
actions, including: providing options for more aggressive interim targets to accelerate the
reduction pathway to achieve the goals outlined in New York State’s Climate Act; considering a
range of high-impact clean energy actions to include, but not be limited to, adopting the NYS
Unified Solar Permit, purchasing 100% renewal electricity, adopting the NYStretch Energy Code,
adopting a benchmarking policy to track and report the energy use of municipal buildings, and
launching a Community Solar Community Campaign; examining other objectives related to the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and determining the feasibility of accelerating the
timelines for achieving such objectives; and, in consultation with the Ecology & Natural Resources
Advisory Committee and the Energy Conservation Committee, developing and presenting to City
Council recommendations for a comprehensive communications plan and community awareness
campaign that will help the City meet its climate change goals and implement the GreeNR plan.
“Climate Resiliency” is proposed as a new category in the CBB and Funds Policies which allows the
provision of mitigation and/or adaptation elements on-site, off-site, and outside of the Ovearll
DOZ (as determined by the Commissioner of Development and approved by the Planning Board).
Elements such as Climate Justice are to be aligned with GreeNR-reachable goals. The updates to
GreeNR, the City of New Rochelle’s 2010-2030 Sustainability Plan, are intended to provide actions
for implementation and prioritization of “meaningful green elements” to support the City’s
sustainability and Climate Resiliency actions.
3.8

Public Participation, Hearing, and Review Process

Comments KL8, KL9, KL10: With respect to pandemic-related delays on permitting and next steps
for projects within the NRBID that had received Planning Board approval but were halted: When
and how will they get extensions under the prior overlay? And how will the new DOZ overlay
schematic effect these projects? With respect to pandemic-related delays on permitting for those
projects that were in planning stages and/or filed and delayed, but had NOT yet received Planning
Board approval, what concessions and/or accommodations will be made for inclusion in the DOZ
program (including in incentives and benefits) now that limitations are being proposed for key
categories of retail, medical, office uses, etc.?
Similarly, with respect to pandemic-related delays on permitting for those projects that were in
planning stages and/or filed and delayed, but had NOT yet received Planning Board approval, what
concessions and/or accommodations will be made for inclusion in the DOZ program (including in
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incentives and benefits) now that limitations are being proposed for key categories of retail,
medical, office uses, etc.?
Response: The City has granted 6–12-month extensions for developments, with site plan approval
by the Planning Board, to applicants that have requested such extensions for pandemic-related
delays. No City extensions are needed for projects that have not yet received approvals. Table 24 in the SDGEIS details the updated Theoretical Development Scenario considered under this
Action. There are no significant limitations being proposed for these categories given the
development opportunity provided.
Comment PH17: In relation to what I understand is a pressure for a vote this summer on these
amendments I feel that it is inappropriate for the public hearings to be only during the summer
and for a vote to be rushed.
Response: The City Council’s July 13, 2021, hearing was for the specific purpose of receiving public
comments on the SDGEIS. An additional public hearing, on the proposed Zoning Code
amendments, will be convened by the Council before a decision is made on the pending zoning
legislation.
The City Council’s decision on the proposed zoning amendments can only occur subsequent to the
adoption of a SEQR Findings Statement, after this SFGEIS has been accepted by the Council and
circulated for consideration by involved agencies and interested parties. Since this SFGEIS is being
completed in October 2021, the decision will not be made before mid-autumn; and, as noted
above, an additional public hearing on the proposed zoning legislation will be required before
action by the City Council can proceed.
The public review process for the Proposed Action has been undertaken with due deliberation, in
accordance with the requirements of SEQR and all other applicable provisions of the law. In
addition to the public hearing on the SDGEIS, the opportunity to provide comments in writing
regarding the SDGEIS extended for ten weeks, from the June 15, 2021 acceptance of the SDGEIS
until August 23, 2021. This greatly exceeds the minimum 30-day comment period specified in the
SEQR regulations. Furthermore, the public comment period remained open for six weeks after
the July 13, 2021 hearing, which greatly exceeds the minimum 10-day period specified in the SEQR
regulations. See 6 NYCRR §617.9(a)(4)(iii).
Comment PH19, PH58: I think we must use that as an opportunity and therefore I speak in favor
of extending the public input period prior to a vote so that we can discuss and take advantage of
the opportunities that this could bring our city.
I would suggest that an additional public hearing be scheduled maybe in September and the
comment period and final vote be extended accordingly.
Response: See Response PH17, above.
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Comment PH22: We request an extension of the public comment period on the SDGEIS and urge
the City Council and the Developers to put together a hearing to discuss the possibility of reaching
an agreement that will deliver on the promises made to residents through the redevelopment.
Response: See Response PH17, above.
Comment PH55, PH56, PH57, PH59, PH61:
Tonight I wanted to address the timeline that we've been asked to consider, the proposed
waterfront overlay zone. It's just simply too short. While the proposed waterfront overlay zone
may be promising, we need more time to study it and understand the implications for us, Sutton
Manor and New Rochelle.
I think it's reasonable to request to not to ask to opine on something until we really have sufficient
time to properly study and analyze it fully.
My wife and I actually engaged a waterfront consultant to analyze what's going on and his
comment is it's the most complicated piece of zoning he's looked at 25 years plus.
The zoning changes which have been proposed are extremely extensive and complex and they were
presented not long before this meeting and leaving little time for families in our neighborhood who
work full-time and have young children and toddlers that there will be equal time for them to
evaluate this fully and make an intelligent informed decision.
The other issue I want to mention is environmentally. I spoke with a number of organizations who
all were disappointed and frustrated that there was still ... and they would have liked to come.
Response: See Response PH17, above, regarding questions about the hearing time frame for the
Proposed Action. See Response BS1/BS2, in the section of this SFGEIS on Community and
Environmental Character/Quality of Life, regarding questions about the complexity of the
proposed Code amendments.
With regard to the level of complexity of the proposed DOZ amendments, it is important to
recognize that the Proposed Action is an amendment of the existing Zoning Code for the DOZ,
which has been successful in promoting redevelopment in the current DOZ (DO-1 through DO-6).
The Proposed Action does not substantively increase the level of complexity of the zoning
legislation that is already in place and functioning well.
Comment PH60, PH62, PH63:
The city presented the zoning regulations changes and Twining presented their plan for the
development behind us and it leads towards confusion of the issues of was it choosing between 20
and the new zoning changes were required if we wanted time to meet the developer, so it sort of
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confused the issues and there's a lot of pressure that was put on the residents that did not have all
the information.
This is a zoning proposal. It has nothing to do with developers, at least in theory. What does that
tell you. I hate to bring up the old spot zoning. I hate to bring that up but is this zoning at the
direction, insistence and benefit of Twining or the benefit of the community.
So ask yourselves what was Twining doing talking to you about this zoning. Okay. What is this all
about, folks. Is this a game again? You are going to put an eight story wall along Boston Post Road.
Is that what you are going to do? Is that what Twining ... oh, excuse me, is that what the city wants.
Response: The current Proposed Action involves amendments to the Existing DOZ Zoning Code,
which includes extension of the Existing DOZ area to encompass the Proposed DO-7 Zone. The
City is not proposing development, nor is any development being proposed at this time. The
development scenario presented in the SDGEIS represents a reasonable, hypothetical build-out
scenario over a ten-year time frame under the proposed zoning, including revisions to the
Theoretical Development Scenario for the DO-1 through DO-6 Zones, as well as the for the
Proposed DO-7 Zone, which was established for the purposes of analyzing potential impacts in the
SDGEIS, and identifying appropriate measures to mitigate such impacts as necessary; the 2021
TDS is not an actual development proposal.
If the proposed Zoning Code amendments are adopted by the City Council, any subsequent
proposal for development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone would be required to undergo site plan
approval, which would entail a detailed review on a project-specific basis. As indicated in the
comment, the current proposal by the City to undertake revisions to the DOZ Zoning Code and
any future proposal for development in the Proposed DO-7 Zone if the Code revisions are
approved are discrete, involving two distinct steps in the overall process that is needed to proceed
with the revitalization of the Echo Bay waterfront.
The Existing DOZ encompasses approximately 279 acres and has been successful in spurring
desired redevelopment in the City’s Downtown. The Proposed Action will extend the DOZ, with
some modifications that will also apply to the Existing DOZ (DO-1 through DO-6), to the 21-acre
Proposed DO-7 Zone, including parcels for which Twining has no interest. This proposal for zoning
amendments on the Echo Bay waterfront is in furtherance of long-term planning initiatives that
have been conducted by the City – e.g., LWRP, Comprehensive Plan, and updated Recommended
Action Plan (see SDGEIS Appendix A-1) – see Response DN28 in the section of this SFGEIS on
Development Density, Density Reallocation, and Buildout. On this basis, the Proposed Action
clearly does not represent “spot zoning.”
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3.9

General Support or Opposition

General Support
Comment JS1: As a resident of new Rochelle in Sutton Manor, I wanted to write you today to
express my support for the new downtown overly zone as well as support for Pratt Landing. Given
the proximity of the site to the waterfront, the Pratt Landing development will be a terrific addition
to the downtown redevelopment plan.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
Comment JS2: Given the current environmental condition of the Pratt Landing site, the new
development will accelerate the timeline for remediation while ensuring that the waterfront is
developed with the ability to allow all of New Rochelle to enjoy a terrific asset for our city. The site
development plans look exciting, and I support them fully.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
Comment KL1: The New Rochelle Downtown Business Improvement District (NRBID) appreciates
and supports the significantly improved public access to the City’s waterfront the new zoning
overlay district creates. This enhanced access, along with new opportunities for public open space,
will certainly benefit City residents and visitors.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
Comment PH1: I’m here tonight to lend my support to the rezoning effort overall and specifically
the planning development along the waterfront.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
Comment PH27: I’m generally supportive of the development in New Rochelle and I feel very
positive about it.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
Comment PH45, PH46, PH47, PH48, PH49:
I'm in favor of the proposed recasting the zoning. I must commend I think the City Council and your
professional staff because you responded very well to changes in the market.
I think we have an opportunity here with the zoning is to create an area where we can connect the
community with the water and it's been mentioned by other speakers.
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We also have an opportunity here to connect not only the Echo Bay project but also Five Islands
Park.
Finally we have the ability to re-use the armory. I am not a long-term resident in New Rochelle but
I certainly understand the passion of people by attending the various meetings from this very
preliminary discussion stage. How important is that armory to our community and here we have
an opportunity to make it something very beneficial to the community and the willingness of both
the city and one developer who actually put money into it to keep it in the shape where it can be
reused rather than being demolished.
I'm in favor of the DOZ. I know there's a lot of minutia and the old phrase, the devil is in the details,
and that will certainly come but I think we can have a great opportunity here to really add to what
people will look at 20 years from now as a very enlightened period by the citizens and the elected
officials of New Rochelle.
Response PH45, PH46, PH47, PH48, PH49: Comment acknowledged.
Comment PH50, PH51, PH52:
[u]nfortunately the armory building that has come under disrepair and the city yard and to be able
to revitalize that area and bring public waterfront access to the community is really something
incredible and something that I know that you guys on the Council and the city in general have
been trying to do for many, many years. And I think that this is necessary to have this rezoning to
allow the development of this property at large; not just the armory parcel, not just the city yard
but the entire property and to allow it to be done in the way that works for the community and for
the developers.
I am hardened to hear that a lot of the concerns of the residents in the area and the community
are in line with the plans of the developer and that of course has been out there for them to see.
I just came tonight to say that I hope that the Council will really consider going forward with this
rezoning in a way that works for everyone in the community, for the developers and for the new
people that will be coming into this community.
Response PH50, PH51, PH52: Comment acknowledged.
Comment PH53, PH54:
I'm in support of the downtown overlay 7 zoning as it stands and I hope that the steal of the
buildings will be kept to safe stories rather than any higher than that.
I do appreciate the work of the Council in creating the zoning overlay because I think it will attract
development that will allow the community to use the waterfront. So, I just wanted to offer my
support.
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Response PH53, PH54: Comments acknowledged.
Comment PW1: Please find enclosed comments from Perkins Eastman Architects (“PE”) and
Michael Zarin (“MZ”) of Zarin & Steinmetz in response to the Supplemental Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (SDGEIS) analyzing amendments to the Downtown Overlay
Zones. We appreciate the efforts made by the City of New Rochelle for advancing this zoning
action, which will facilitate the transformation of New Rochelle’s waterfront. The benefits of this
initiative are well described in the SDGEIS’s Recommended Action Plan: DO-7 bolsters an
opportunity to create a special place and to re-energize the City with another anchor of regional
significance while improving sustainability and resilience” (SDGEIS Appendix A-1, 19).
We believe that with a few modifications as described in the enclosed comments [Coded as “PE”
and “MZ”], the SDGEIS and Zoning Code will bring that vision to fruition.
Response: Comment acknowledged.
General Opposition
Comment PH68, PH69, PH72:
I don't understand why we're in such a rush to change the zoning for this project. I'm sure it's fine
and you'll do a beautiful job. I'm sure there will be a very capable developer that will build
something very nice. Why can't they just build it on merits. Why can't they present something to
Council and let Council approve on its own merits.
The city approved the overlay zones to include development downtown and apparently a lot of it
worked. Why do we have to keep doing it. Is there a real reason for the City of New Rochelle to do
that for this because in meetings that are being referenced on one hand we're being told by the
city that we've learned certain lessons and this is not just for Twining. On the other hand we are
hearing from Twining that we need the zoning change for it to go forward.
I believe that you guys should have the opportunity to fulfill your civic duty, review the proposals
and approve strictly on the merits, not on zoning proposals that are frankly too complicated for
professionals to figure out, and I really don't understand how you guys when you give so much of
your time to civic duties here will have an opportunity to really understand these dense, thick
zoning guidelines.
Response PH68, PH69, PH72: As discussed in Response PH17, in the section of this SFGEIS on
Public Participation, Hearing, and Review Process, the public review process has been undertaken
with due deliberation, greatly exceeding the minimum time frames specified in the SEQR
regulations. Furthermore, multiple steps remain before this process is completed, including the
adoption and public circulation of this SFGEIS and a SEQR Findings Statement, as well as an
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additional public hearing by the City Council on the proposed zoning legislation. This has not been
a rushed process.
As discussed in detail in Sections 2.3 and 3.1.2.2 of the SDGEIS, the existing zoning of the Echo Bay
waterfront area has not been effective in reversing the current underutilized and deteriorated
conditions which have persisted over many years. The inclusion of the Proposed DO-7 Zone in the
Existing DOZ will help to ensure that development in this area occurs in a manner that is consistent
with the building patterns in the nearby downtown but is also smaller in scale to provide open
space and public access and views of the waterfront, while being in character with the surrounding
residential neighborhoods. Following the adoption of the proposed zoning amendments, it is
anticipated that the Proposed DO-7 Zone would see redevelopment with a new mix of uses that
will complement the surrounding area and are suitable for and take better advantage of the
waterfront location. See Response PH20/PH25/PH26/PH28, under the section of this SFGEIS on
Community and Environmental Character/Quality of Life, for further discussion.
Comment PH70, PH71:
How about we have something that does something for the underserved communities of New
Rochelle.
We're added enough rentals. We've added enough retail. Let's take some time. Let's see how it
works and then let's try and build something there that will really help all of us for generations,
not just some cars and some retail.
Response PH70, PH71: The CB Fund category in the CBB program incentivizes funding of programs
such as youth development programs, aid to existing businesses and communities financially
impacted by COVID-19.
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